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Abstract
We study groups defined by algebraic difference equations. These groups occur as the Galois
groups of linear differential and difference equations depending on discrete parameters. Among the
main results are three finiteness theorems, the introduction of numerical invariants such as the limit
degree, a dimension theorem for difference algebraic groups, an analog of Chevalley’s theorem on
representations and an analog of the Jordan–Ho¨lder theorem.
Introduction
The central objects of study in this article are affine difference algebraic groups. Similarly to the case
of affine algebraic groups, these groups can all be realized as subgroups of the general linear group
defined by algebraic difference equations. The defining equations here are not simply polynomials in
the matrix entries but difference polynomials, i.e., the defining equations involve a difference operator
σ, which has to be interpreted as a ring endomorphism. For example, if G is the difference algebraic
subgroup of GLn defined by the algebraic difference equations Xσ(X)
T = σ(X)TX = In, then G(C) is
the group of all complex unitary n × n-matrices, where σ : C → C is the complex conjugation map. A
more classical example of a difference field, i.e., a field equipped with an endomorphism would be C(x)
with σ(f(x)) = f(x+ 1).
Alternatively, affine difference algebraic groups may be described as affine group schemes with a
certain additional structure (the difference structure). As schemes they are typically not of finite type,
but they enjoy a certain finiteness property with respect to the difference structure; they are “of finite
σ-type”. From an algebraic point of view, an affine difference algebraic group G over a difference field k
corresponds to a Hopf algebra k{G} over k together with a ring endomorphism σ : k{G} → k{G} which
extends σ : k → k. The Hopf algebra structure maps are required to commute with σ, and k{G} is required
to be finitely σ-generated over k, i.e., there exists a finite set B ⊂ k{G} such that B, σ(B), σ2(B), . . .
generates k{G} as a k-algebra.
Difference algebraic groups are the discrete analog of differential algebraic groups, i.e., groups defined
by algebraic differential equations. Differential algebraic groups have always played an important role in
differential algebra (see, e.g., [Cas72], [Sit75], [Cas75], [Cas78], [Kol85], [Cas89] [Bui92], [Bui93]) and are
an active area of research nowadays. See e.g., [Pil97], [KP00], [CS11], [MO11], [MO13], [Fre], [Min]. See
also [Mal10] for a more geometric approach to differential algebraic groups and [Bui98] for an arithmetic
analog of difference/differential algebraic groups.
Over the last decade, Galois theories where the Galois groups are differential algebraic groups ([Pil98],
[Lan08], [CS07], [HS08]) have given a new impetus to the study of differential algebraic groups. The
Galois theories in [CS07] and [HS08] are also known as parameterized Picard–Vessiot theories as they
generalize the standard Picard-Vessiot theory ([Kol48], [vdPS03], [vdPS97]) of linear differential and
difference equations to linear differential and difference equations depending on (continuous) parameters.
In the standard Picard–Vessiot theory the Galois groups are linear algebraic groups and they measure
the algebraic dependencies among the solutions. In the parameterized Picard–Vessiot theory the Galois
groups are linear differential algebraic groups and they measure the differential algebraic dependencies
with respect to an auxiliary set of derivations. A typical application of the parameterized Picard–Vessiot
theory is to prove the differential transcendence of special functions ([Arr13], [DV12]).
The tannakian approach to differential algebraic groups ([Ovc08]) has found applications in the pa-
rameterized Galois theory ([Ovc09], [GGO13], [GA]) and a detailed study of representations of linear
differential algebraic groups has led to the first algorithms for computing the Galois group of parameter-
ized linear differential equations ([MOSb], [MOSa], [Arr], [Dre14]).
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In contrast to the situation in differential algebra, difference algebraic groups have long played no role
at all in difference algebra. The author can only speculate why. Maybe because the traditional definition
of a difference variety, which involves a so–called universal system of difference fields (see [Coh65, Chapter
4]) is not really suitable for studying groups. (For each difference field in the universal system one obtains
a group structure but the difference variety itself does not carry a group structure.)
Around the turn of the century a considerable interest in the model theory of difference fields emerged.
(See e.g., [Mac97], [CH99], [CHP02].) Groups definable in ACFA, the model companion of the theory
of difference fields, played a crucial role in remarkable applications of model theory to number theory,
especially regarding the Manin–Mumford conjecture. See [Hru01], [Bou02], [Cha01], [Cha97], [Sca05],
[Sca06], [SV99], [KP07].
In [KP02] it is shown that every group definable in ACFA is, in a certain sense, close to being a
definable (in the language of difference fields) subgroup of an algebraic group. Here we will show that
every affine difference algebraic group is isomorphic to a difference closed subgroup of the general linear
group. In [KP02] it is also shown that an affine difference algebraic group whose underlying difference
variety is an affine space is isomorphic to a difference closed subgroup of a unipotent algebraic group.
Recently, a Galois theory for linear differential equations depending on a discrete parameter has been
developed in [DVHW14]. In [OWa] a similar Galois theory has been developed for linear difference
equations depending on a discrete parameter. The Galois groups in these Galois theories are affine
difference algebraic groups and they measure the difference algebraic relations among the solutions. For
example, the difference algebraic relation xJα+2(x)−2(α+1)Jα+1(x)+xJα(x) = 0 satisfied by the Bessel
function Jα(x), which solves Bessel’s differential equation x
2δ2(y) + xδ(y) + (x− α2)y = 0, is witnessed
by the associated Galois group.
As illustrated in [DVHW] and [OWa], these Galois theories make it possible to use structure re-
sults about affine difference algebraic groups to analyze and classify the possible difference algebraic
relations among the solutions of certain linear differential and difference equations. In this respect
the understanding of the Zariski dense difference closed subgroups of a given affine algebraic group
is highly relevant. For example, some understanding of the Zariski dense difference closed subgroups
of SL2, originating from [CHP02], is a key ingredient to prove that any two linearly independent solu-
tion of the Airy equation are difference algebraically independent. More precisely ([DVHW, Corollary
6.10]), if A(x) and B(x) are C-linearly independent solutions of Airy’s equation δ2(y) − xy = 0, then
A(x), B(x), A′(x), A(x + 1), B(x+ 1), A′(x+ 1), A(x+ 2), . . . are algebraically independent over C(x).
While the parameterized Picard–Vessiot theory for continuous parameters could draw on a well–
established comprehensive theory of differential algebraic groups, the situation for discrete parameters is
adverse. But clearly, a well–developed theory of affine difference algebraic groups is indispensable for the
parameterized Picard–Vessiot theory with discrete parameters to flourish. Obviously one could not get
very far without having fundamental results such as the analogs of the isomorphism theorems for groups
at one’s disposal. Even though the validity of the isomorphism theorems for affine difference algebraic
may not come as a surprise, the proof is far from being obvious. Indeed, even the existence of the quotient
of an affine difference algebraic group modulo a normal difference closed subgroup is a highly non–trivial
question. A positive answer requires proving that every k-σ-Hopf subalgebra of a finitely σ-generated
k-σ-Hopf algebra is finitely σ-generated.
While it will for sure be a long way to lift the theory of difference algebraic groups to a level comparable
to the contemporary theory of differential algebraic groups, it is the hope of the author that this article
may serve as a first step in this direction. Here we are mainly concerned with general properties of affine
difference algebraic groups. We plan to study special classes (e.g., e´tale, unipotent, diagonalizable) affine
difference algebraic groups next.
A tannakian approach to affine difference algebraic groups has been developed in [OWb]. (See also
[Kam13].) We expect that the finiteness properties of affine difference algebraic groups proved here will
enable us to apply this tannakian approach to the parameterized Picard–Vessiot theory with discrete
parameters in a similar fashion as for the case of continuous parameters in [GGO13].
It is well recognized that a functorial–schematic approach to algebraic groups has its benefits. (See
[Wat79], [DG70], [Jan87], [Mil12], [Gro70].) Here we adopt a similar approach for difference algebraic
groups. For example, the general linear group GLn over a difference field k, considered as a difference
algebraic group, is the functor which assigns GLn(R) to every k-σ-algebra R, that is, R is a k-algebra
equipped with an endomorphism σ : R→ R which extends σ : k → k. In the model theoretic approach to
difference equations as well as in classical difference algebra ([Coh65], [Lev08]) one is primarily interested
in solutions in difference field extensions of k, i.e., R is required to be a field. An affine difference algebraic
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group is a group object in the category of affine difference varieties. The definition of an affine difference
variety used in this article is more general than the classical definition of a difference variety (as in [Coh65]
and [Lev08]). Our definition is equivalent to what is called a D-subscheme of affine space in [MS11] for a
suitable choice of D. Also, our notion of affine difference algebraic group is equivalent to what is called a
linearM-group in [Kam13] for a suitable choice of M. The classical difference varieties studied in [Coh65]
and [Lev08] correspond precisely to the affine difference varieties which can be recovered from their points
in difference fields. Thus, the relation between our affine difference varieties and the classical difference
varieties is similar to the relation between affine schemes of finite type and affine varieties. The affine
difference varieties which can be recovered from their points in difference fields are those whose defining
ideal is perfect, therefore, we call them perfectly σ-reduced. Affine difference algebraic groups which are
not perfectly σ-reduced occur quite naturally and frequently as Galois groups of linear differential or
difference equations depending on a discrete parameter. There are several examples (Example 9.2) of
difference algebraic groups G with the property that G(K) is the trivial group for every difference field
extension K of k.
In difference algebraic geometry there is a “zoo” of elements playing a role analogous to nilpotent
elements in algebraic geometry. They roughly correspond to the following assertions valid for elements
in a difference field extension of k but not necessarily valid for elements in a k-σ-algebra:
• an = 0 implies a = 0.
• σn(a) = 0 implies a = 0.
• ab = 0 implies aσ(b) = 0.
• aσ(a) = 0 implies a = 0.
In this sense we obtain four difference closed subgroups of an affine difference algebraic group which
play a role analogous to the maximal reduced subgroup of an affine algebraic group. The theory of
affine algebraic groups runs smoother if one allows nilpotent elements in the structure sheaf, and non–
reduced algebraic groups play an important role in the representation theory of affine algebraic groups
in positive characteristic. The situation for affine difference algebraic groups is similar. The category of
affine difference algebraic groups is much better behaved than the category of perfectly σ-reduced affine
difference algebraic groups. This, for example, becomes apparent when dealing with extensions of the base
field or when dealing with quotients and the analogs of the isomorphism theorems for groups. For example,
the morphism of affine difference algebraic groups φ : GLn → GLn determined by φ((gij)) = (σ(gij)) for
(gij) ∈ GLn(R) and R a k-σ-algebra has a non–trivial kernel, even though φ : GLn(K) → GLn(K) is
injective for every difference field extension of k. In particular, if k is a model of ACFA, then φ : GLn(k)→
GLn(k) is bijective but φ is not an isomorphism of difference algebraic groups. Here we will show that
(with the appropriate conception of injective and surjective) a morphism of affine difference algebraic
groups is an isomorphism if and only if it is injective and surjective.
Even though our notion of an affine difference algebraic group as well as the notion of a group definable
in ACFA both capture the idea of a group defined by algebraic difference equations, there are several
differences between the two notions. On the one hand groups definable in ACFA are more general since
they need not be affine, for example [CH] studies definable subgroups of semi–abelian varieties. Moreover,
since ACFA does not (fully) eliminate quantifiers, a group definable in ACFA may not be definable by
difference polynomials. For example, the formula ∃h : h2 = g, σ(h) = h defines a subgroup of the
multiplicative group and the existential quantifier can not be eliminated.
On the other hand, if k is a model of ACFA, the subgroups of GLn(k) defined by difference polynomials
in the matrix entries only correspond to the perfectly σ-reduced difference closed subgroups of GLn.
Let k be a difference field and K a model of ACFA containing k. Unfortunately, the functor which
associates to a perfectly σ-reduced affine difference algebraic G over k its K-points G(K) is not faithful,
as the embedding k →֒ K involves a non–canonical choice. For example, if k = Q and G is the difference
closed subgroup of the multiplicative group given by G(R) = {g ∈ R×| g3 = 1, σ(g) = g} for any
k-σ-algebra R, then G has a non–trivial endomorphism given by g 7→ g2. But if K is a model of ACFA
of characteristic zero such that σ permutes the two non–trivial third roots of unity in K, then G(K) is
the trivial group and the endomorphism of G collapses to the identity on G(K). To obtain a faithful
functor, one would need to impose restrictions on the base difference field k, but this is something we
wish to avoid as it would reduce the applicability of the theory.
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Let us now describe the content of the article in more detail. The first section contains preliminaries
from difference algebraic geometry. We introduce affine difference varieties and some basic constructions
with them. In the second section we define affine difference algebraic groups, present several examples
and show that every affine difference algebraic group is isomorphic to a difference closed subgroup of
the general linear group. In particular, an affine difference algebraic group G can be embedded into an
algebraic group (as a difference closed subgroup). In Section 3 we explain how to associate to any such
embedding an affine algebraic group called the growth group. We also prove the existence of a Kolchin (or
dimension) polynomial for affine difference algebraic groups and define the difference dimension and the
order of an affine difference algebraic group. While the growth group depends on the chosen embedding,
we will show that it contains some information which only depends on G. For example, its dimension is
equal to the difference dimension of G.
In Section 4 we prove two important finiteness theorems. For clarity we state here the theorems in
the language of Hopf algebras: Let k{G} be a k-σ-Hopf algebra which is finitely σ-generated over k and
let I(H) ⊂ k{G} be a σ-Hopf ideal, i.e., a Hopf ideal such that σ(I(H)) ⊂ I(H). Then I(H) is finitely
σ-generated, i.e., there exists a finite set B ⊂ I(H) such that B, σ(B), σ2(B), . . . generates I(H) as an
ideal. This result can be seen as a strengthening (for k-σ-Hopf algebras) of the Ritt–Raudenbush basis
theorem in difference algebra. The classical Ritt–Raudenbush basis theorem does not apply in our setting
as it only applies to perfect difference ideals. This finiteness result turns out to be extremely useful and
is used repeatedly in the subsequent developments. For example, it is used in the proof of the dimension
theorem which is also proved in Section 4. The second finiteness theorem asserts that every k-σ-Hopf
subalgebra of k{G} is finitely σ-generated.
In Section 5 we briefly touch upon representations of affine difference algebraic groups. The main
result here is an analog of a theorem of Chevalley: Every difference closed subgroup of G is the stabilizer
of a line in a suitable representation of G. We also show that the category of representations of a torus
(considered as a difference algebraic group) is semi–simple. This is in sharp contrast to what happens in
the theory of linear differential algebraic groups. The category of representations of a linear differential
algebraic group is semi–simple only for linear differential algebraic groups which are the constant points
of a reductive algebraic group ([MO11]).
In Section 6 we introduce a numerical invariant of affine difference algebraic groups called the limit
degree. Its definition is analogous to an important invariant of extensions of difference fields also called
the limit degree ([Lev08, Section 4.3]). So–called algebraic σ-groups have been introduced and studied
in [KP07]. We show that the category of affine algebraic σ-groups is equivalent to the category of affine
difference algebraic groups of difference dimension zero and limit degree one.
In Section 7 we establish the existence of quotients and show that the difference dimension, the order
and the limit degree behave on quotient in the expectable way.
Section 8 then studies morphisms of affine difference algebraic groups. We characterize injective and
surjective morphisms and show that every morphism of affine difference algebraic groups factors uniquely
as the composition of a surjective morphism followed by an injective morphism.
In Section 9 we study the components of affine difference algebraic groups. We introduce the connected
component and prove a third finiteness theorem: A finitely σ-generated k-σ-Hopf algebra has only finitely
many minimal prime difference ideals. This proves a special case of a reformulation of a question raised
by E. Hrushovski.
In Section 10 we deal with the ring elements playing a role analogous to nilpotent elements in algebraic
geometry. In particular, we introduce four difference closed subgroups playing a role analogous to the
maximal reduced subgroup for algebraic groups.
Sheaves ([DG70, Chapter III]) are a useful tool for dealing with quotients of algebraic groups. In
Section 11 we adapt the sheaf approach to difference algebraic groups and then use it to prove the
analogs of the isomorphism theorems for groups.
Section 12 then further expands on the group theoretic properties of affine difference algebraic groups.
We prove an analog of the Jordan–Ho¨lder decomposition theorem.
Finally, in Section 13 we present an application to the parameterized Picard–Vessiot theory with
discrete parameters.
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1 Difference algebraic geometry preliminaries
In this section we introduce some basic notions from difference algebraic geometry, e.g., the notion of a
difference variety. These definitions and results will then be used in the following sections in the study
of difference algebraic groups.
1.1 Basic definitions
We start by recalling some basic notions from difference algebra. Standard references are [Lev08] and
[Coh65]. All rings are assumed to be commutative and unital.
A difference ring, or σ-ring for short, is a ring R together with a ring endomorphism σ : R → R.
Contrary to [Lev08] we do not assume that σ : R → R is injective. If R is a field, we speak of a σ-field.
We usually omit σ from the notation, and simply refer to R as a σ-ring. A morphism between σ-rings
R and S is a morphism ψ : R → S of rings such that ψ(σ(r)) = σ(ψ(r)) for all r ∈ R. A σ-ring R is
called inversive if σ : R → R is an automorphism. A subset A of a σ-ring R is called stable under σ if
σ(A) ⊂ A.
Let k be a σ-ring. A σ-ring R together with a k-algebra structure is called a k-σ-algebra if the algebra
structure map k → R is a morphism of σ-rings. A morphism of k-σ-algebras is a morphism of k-algebras
which is also a morphism of σ-rings. The category of k-σ-algebras is denoted by k-σ-Alg. A k-subalgebra
of a k-σ-algebra is called a k-σ-subalgebra if it is stable under σ. If k is a σ-field, a k-σ-algebra which is
a σ-field is called a σ-field extension of k.
Let R and S be k-σ-algebras. Then R ⊗k S is naturally a k-σ-algebra by σ(r ⊗ s) = σ(r) ⊗ σ(s) for
r ∈ R and s ∈ S.
Let k be a σ-field and R a k-σ-algebra. For a subset A of R, the smallest k-σ-subalgebra of R
containing A is denoted by k{A}. If there exists a finite subset A of R such that R = k{A}, we say that
R is finitely σ-generated over k.
The σ-polynomial ring over k in the σ-variables y = (y1, . . . , yn) is the polynomial ring over k in the
variables y1, . . . , yn, σ(y1), . . . , σ(yn), σ
2(y1), . . .. It is denoted by
k{y} = k{y1, . . . , yn}
and has a natural k-σ-algebra structure.
It R is a k-σ-algebra and F ⊂ k{y} a set of σ-polynomials over k, it makes sense to consider the
R-rational solutions of F , that is
VR(F ) = {a ∈ Rn| f(a) = 0 for all f ∈ F}.
Note that R  VR(F ) is naturally a functor from k-σ-Alg to Sets, the category of sets. We denote this
functor by V(F ).
Definition 1.1. Let k be a σ-field. A difference variety (or σ-variety for short) over k is a functor from
k-σ-Alg to Sets, which is of the form V(F ), for some n ≥ 1 and F ⊂ k{y1, . . . , yn}. A morphism of
σ-varieties is a morphism of functors.
The above definition does not agree with the traditional definition of a difference variety in [Lev08],
since traditionally one is only interested in solutions in σ-field extensions of k. The relation between
Definition 1.1 and Definition 2.6.1 in [Lev08] is analogous to the relation between the definition of an
affine scheme of finite type over a field and the notion of an affine variety. Our definition is equivalent
to what is called a D-subscheme of affine space in [MS11] for a suitable choice of D. It may seem more
accurate to add the word “affine” into Definition 1.1. However, to avoid endless iterations of the word
“affine” we have chosen not to do so.
By definition, a morphism φ : X → Y of σ-varieties consists of maps φR : X(R) → Y (R) for any
k-σ-algebra R. For convenience, we will sometimes drop the R in φR. In particular, if x ∈ X(R), we may
write φ(x) for φR(x) ∈ Y (R).
Let F,G ⊂ k{y} and X = V(F ), Y = V(G). If F ⊂ G then Y (R) ⊂ X(R) for every k-σ-algebra R
and Y is a subfunctor of X . We say that Y is a σ-closed σ-subvariety of X and write Y ⊂ X .
Let R be a σ-ring. An ideal a of R is called a σ-ideal if σ(a) ⊂ a. In this case R/a has naturally the
structure of a σ-ring such that the canonical map R→ R/a is a morphism of σ-rings. If A is a subset of
R, the smallest σ-ideal of R containing A is denoted by
[A] ⊂ R
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and called the σ-ideal generated by A. A σ-ideal a ⊂ R is finitely generated as a σ-ideal if there exists a
finite set A ⊂ a such that a = [A]. A σ-ideal p of R which is a prime ideal is called σ-prime if σ−1(p) = p.
Let X = V(F ), F ⊂ k{y} = k{y1, . . . , yn} be a σ-variety over the σ-field k. Then
I(X) = {f ∈ k{y}| f(a) = 0 for all k-σ-algebras R and all a ∈ X(R)} (1)
is a σ-ideal of k{y}. The k-σ-algebra
k{X} = k{y}/I(X)
is called the coordinate ring of X . As we may choose R = k{y}/[F ] in (1), we see that I(X) = [F ] ⊂ k{y}.
Let R be k-σ-algebra. The bijection
Hom(k{X}, R)→ X(R)
which maps a morphism ψ : k{X} → R of k-σ-algebras to ψ(y) is functorial in R. Thus the functor X
is represented by k{X}. Conversely, since every finitely σ-generated k-σ-algebra can be written in the
form k{y}/[F ], we see that a functor from k-σ-Alg to Sets which is representable by a finitely σ-generated
k-σ-algebra is isomorphic (as a functor) to a σ-variety.
In the sequel we will allow ourselves the little abuse of notation to also call a functor isomorphic to
a σ-variety a σ-variety. In particular, we will often identify X with the functor Hom(k{X},−). Thus a
functor X from k-σ-Alg to Sets is a σ-variety if and only if it is representable by a finitely σ-generated
k-σ-algebra k{X}. It is then clear from the Yoneda lemma that:
Remark 1.2. The category of σ-varieties over k is anti–equivalent to the category of finitely σ-generated
k-σ-algebras.
If φ : X → Y is a morphism of σ-varieties over k, the dual morphism of k-σ-algebras is denoted by
φ∗ : k{Y } → k{X}.
Let R and S be k-σ-algebras. Then R ⊗k S is a k-σ-algebra by σ(r ⊗ s) = σ(r) ⊗ σ(s). Obviously
R ⊗k S is the coproduct of R and S in the category of k-σ-algebras. From this it follows immediately
that:
Remark 1.3. The category of σ-varieties has products. Indeed, if X and Y are σ-varieties over k, then
k{X×Y } = k{X}⊗k k{Y }. Moreover, there is a terminal object, namely, the functor represented by the
k-σ-algebra k.
1.2 Difference subvarieties and morphisms of difference varieties
Let Y be a σ-variety and f ∈ k{Y }. Then, for any k-σ-algebra R, we have a well–defined map f : Y (R)→
R given by evaluating a representative of f in k{y1, . . . , yn} at a ∈ Y (R) ⊂ Rn. In a coordinate free
manner f : Y (R)→ R can be described as the map that sends ψ ∈ Y (R) = Hom(k{Y }, R) to ψ(f) ∈ R.
Let X be a σ-closed σ-subvariety of Y . Then
I(X) = {f ∈ k{Y }| f(a) = 0 for all k-σ-algebras R and all a ∈ X(R)} (2)
is a σ-ideal of k{Y }. We call I(X) ⊂ k{Y } the defining ideal of X (in k{Y }). This notation is consistent
with (1) in the sense that I(X) as defined in (1) is the defining ideal of X in k{y} = k{y1, . . . , yn}.
Moreover, I(X) ⊂ k{Y } agrees with the image in k{Y } = k{y}/I(Y ) of the defining ideal of X in k{y}.
So k{X} = k{Y }/I(X).
Conversely, let a ⊂ k{Y } be a σ-ideal. Then we can define a σ-closed σ-subvariety V(a) of Y by
V(a)(R) = {a ∈ Y (R)| f(a) = 0 for all f ∈ a}
for any k-σ-algebra R.
Lemma 1.4. Let Y be a σ-variety. Then I and V are mutually inverse bijections between the set of
σ-closed σ-subvarieties of Y and the set of σ-ideals of k{Y }.
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Proof. Let a be a σ-ideal of k{Y }. Clearly a ⊂ I(V(a)). Since we may choose R = k{Y }/a in (2) it
follows that a = I(V(a)).
Let X be σ-closed σ-subvariety of Y . Then X = V(a) for some σ-ideal a of k{Y }. So V(I(X)) =
V(I(V(a))) = V(a) = X .
Note that if X is a σ-closed σ-subvariety of Y and R a k-σ-algebra, then X(R) ⊂ Y (R) corresponds
to {ψ ∈ Hom(k{Y }, R)| I(X) ⊂ ker(ψ)} ⊂ Hom(k{Y }, R).
If Y and Z are σ-closed σ-subvarieties of a σ-variety X , then we can define a subfunctor
Y ∩ Z
of X by R Y (R)∩Z(R). Then Y ∩Z is a σ-closed σ-subvariety of X , indeed, I(Y ∩Z) ⊂ k{X} is the
ideal generated by I(Y ) and I(Z).
If φ : X → Y is a morphism of σ-varieties and Z ⊂ Y a σ-closed σ-subvariety, we can define a
subfunctor
φ−1(Z)
of X by R φ−1R (Z(R)). If Z = V(a) with a ⊂ k{Y }, then
φ−1(Z)(R) = {ψ ∈ Hom(k{X}, R)| a ⊂ ker(ψφ∗)}
= {ψ ∈ Hom(k{X}, R)| φ∗(a) ⊂ ker(ψ)} = V(φ∗(a))(R).
Therefore φ−1(Z) = V(φ∗(a)) is a σ-closed σ-subvariety of X .
If φ : X → Y is a morphism of σ-varieties, we can define a subfunctor
Im(φ)
of Y by Im(φ)(R) = φR(X(R)) for any k-σ-algebra R. In general, Im(φ) will not be a σ-closed σ-
subvariety of Y . It is therefore sometimes helpful to use the following notion, analogous to the scheme
theoretic image ([Sta14, Tag 01R5]).
Lemma 1.5. Let φ : X → Y be a morphism of σ-varieties. There exists a unique σ-closed σ-subvariety
φ(X)
of Y with the following property. The morphism φ factors through φ(X) and if Z ⊂ Y is a σ-closed
σ-subvariety such that φ factors through Z then φ(X) ⊂ Z.
Proof. Let a denote the kernel of φ∗ : k{Y } → k{X} and set φ(X) = V(a) ⊂ Y . As φ∗ factors through
k{Y } → k{φ(X)} = k{Y }/a, we see that φ factors through φ(X). If φ factors through Z, i.e., φ∗ factors
through k{Y } → k{Z} = k{Y }/I(Z), then clearly I(Z) ⊂ a. So φ(X) ⊂ Z.
Note that φ(X) is the σ-closure of Im(φ) in the sense that
I(φ(X)) = {f ∈ k{Y }| f(a) = 0 for all k-σ-algebras R and all a ∈ Im(φ)(R)}.
If φ : X → Y is a morphism of σ-varieties and Z ⊂ X is a σ-closed σ-subvariety, then we will write
φ(Z) for the σ-closed σ-subvariety φ|Z(Z) of Y where φ|Z : Z → X φ−→ Y .
A morphism φ : X → Y of σ-varieties is called a σ-closed embedding if φ induces an isomorphism
between X and a σ-closed σ-subvariety of Y , i.e., X → φ(X) is an isomorphism. We write
φ : X →֒ Y
to express that φ is a σ-closed embedding. In analogy to a well known result in algebraic geometry we
have:
Lemma 1.6. A morphism φ : X → Y of σ-varieties is a σ-closed embedding if and only if φ∗ : k{Y } →
k{X} is surjective.
Proof. Let a denote the kernel of φ∗ : k{Y } → k{X}. The dual map to X → φ(X) is k{Y }/a→ k{X}.
It is an isomorphism if and only if φ∗ is surjective.
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1.3 Base extension
In this subsection we show how to extend the base σ-field of a σ-variety. This is already one of the
first points where our more general definition of σ-varieties pays of. For σ-varieties in the classical sense
of [Lev08] and [Coh65] base extension is not at all well–behaved. For example, the system of algebraic
difference equations
y2 = 2, σ(y) = −y
clearly has a solution in a σ-field extension of Q, where we consider Q as a σ-field via the identity map.
However, if we consider the system over the σ-field C, where again σ is the identity map on C, then the
system has no solution in a σ-field extension of C. See Chapter 8, Section 6 in [Coh65] for more details on
base extension for σ-varieties in the classical sense. Since we consider solutions in arbitrary k-σ-algebras
and not just in σ-field extensions of k these problems disappear.
Let k be a σ-field and X a σ-variety over k. Moreover, let k′ be a σ-field extension of k. We can
define a functor
Xk′
from k′-σ-Alg to Sets by Xk′(R
′) = X(R′) for any k′-σ-algebra R′. Then Xk′ is a σ-variety over k
′.
Indeed,
k′{Xk′} = k{X} ⊗k k′.
In terms of equations, this of course simply means that a system F ⊂ k{y} = k{y1, . . . , yn} of algebraic
difference equations over k is considered as a system F ⊂ k′{y} of algebraic difference equations over k′.
So if k{X} = k{y}/[F ] then k′{Xk′} = k′{y}/[F ].
1.4 Zariski closures
In this subsection we show how a variety over a σ-field can be considered as a σ-variety. We also introduce
the important Zariski closures of a σ-subvariety of a variety. Cf. Sections A.4 and A.5 in [DVHW14].
Let k be a σ-field and X a variety over k, where, for our purposes, a variety over k is an affine scheme
of finite type over k. For a k-σ-algebra R let
R♯
denote the k-algebra obtained from R by forgetting σ. We can define a functor [σ]kX from k-σ-Alg to
Sets by
[σ]kX (R) = X (R♯)
for any k-σ-algebra R. Our next goal is to show that [σ]kX is σ-variety over k. That is, we need to
construct k{[σ]kX}. By doing so, we also introduce some notations that will be useful later on.
Let A be a k-algebra. For every i ≥ 0 let
σiA = A⊗k k,
where the tensor product is formed by using σi : k → k on the right hand side. We consider σiA as
k-algebra via the right factor. We set
A[i] = A⊗k σA⊗k · · · ⊗k σiA.
We have inclusions A[i] →֒ A[i + 1] of k-algebras and the limit, i.e, the union
[σ]kA
of the A[i]’s is a k-σ-algebra where for (r0 ⊗ λ0) ⊗ · · · ⊗ (ri ⊗ λi) ∈ σ0A ⊗k · · · ⊗k σiA = A[i] the map
σ : [σ]kA→ [σ]kA is given by
σ((r0 ⊗ λ0)⊗ · · · ⊗ (ri ⊗ λi)) = (1⊗ 1)⊗ (r0 ⊗ σ(λ0))⊗ · · · ⊗ (ri ⊗ σ(λi)) ∈ A[i+ 1].
The inclusion A = A[0] →֒ [σ]kA is characterized by the following universal property.
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Lemma 1.7. For every k-algebra A there exists a k-σ-algebra [σ]kA and a morphism ψ : A → [σ]kA of
k-algebras such that for every k-σ-algebra R and every morphism ψ′ : A→ R of k-algebras there exists a
unique morphism ϕ : [σ]kA→ R of k-σ-algebras making
A
ψ //
ψ′ ❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃ [σ]kA
ϕ
||
R
commutative.
In other words,
Hom([σ]kA,R) ≃ Hom(A,R♯) (3)
and [σ]k is left adjoint to the forgetful functor (−)♯.
Example 1.8. If A = k[y1, . . . , yn], then [σ]kA = k{y1, . . . , yn}. More generally, if A = k[y1, . . . , yn]/(F ),
then [σ]kA = k{y1, . . . , yn}/[F ].
Let k[X ] denote the coordinate ring of the variety X = Hom(k[X ],−). Then (3) with A = k[X ] shows
that [σ]kX is represented by [σ]kk[X ]. If M ⊂ k[X ] generates k[X ] as a k-algebra, then M ⊂ [σ]kk[X ]
generates [σ]kk[X ] as a k-σ-algebra. Therefore [σ]kX is a σ-variety over k. Indeed, k{[σ]kX} = [σ]kk[X ].
In the sequel, if confusion is unlikely we will often write X instead of [σ]kX . In particular, we will write
k{X} instead of k{[σ]kX} and by a σ-closed σ-subvariety of a variety X , we mean a σ-closed σ-subvariety
of [σ]kX .
Of course [σ]k is a functor from the category of varieties over k to the category of σ-varieties over k:
If φ : X → Y is a morphism of varieties, then we can define [σ]k(φ) : [σ]kX → [σ]kY by
([σ]k(φ))R : ([σ]kX )(R) = X (R♯)
φ
R♯−−→ Y(R♯) = ([σ]kY)(R)
for any k-σ-algebra R.
Next we will introduce the Zariski closures of a σ-closed σ-subvariety of a variety. We will use notations
for varieties similar to the ones introduced for k-algebras above: If X is a variety over k and i ≥ 1, then
σiX
denotes the variety over k obtained from X by base extension via σi : k → k. Similarly, if φ : X → Y is
a morphism of varieties over k, then σ
i
φ : σ
i
X → σiY denotes the morphism of varieties over k obtained
from φ by base extension via σi : k → k. We also set
X [i] = X ×σX × · · · × σiX .
Let Y be a σ-closed σ-subvariety of X . Then Y is defined by a σ-ideal I(Y ) ⊂ k{X} = ∪i≥0k[X [i]]. For
i ≥ 0, the closed subvariety
Y [i]
of X [i] defined by I(Y ) ∩ k[X [i]] ⊂ k[X [i]] is called the i-th order Zariski closure of Y in X . The 0-th
order Zariski closure of Y in X is also the Zariski closure of Y in X . We say that Y is Zariski dense in X
if the Zariski closure of Y in X equals X . Note that Y is Zariski dense in X if and only if k[X ]→ k{Y }
is injective.
For i ≥ 1 we have morphisms of varieties
πi : X [i]→ X [i− 1], (x0, . . . , xi) 7→ (x0, . . . , xi−1)
and
σi : X [i]→ σ(X [i− 1]) = σX × · · · × σiX , (x0, . . . , xi) 7→ (x1, . . . , xi)
that form a commutative diagram:
X [i]
σi

πi // X [i− 1]
σi−1

σ(X [i − 1])
σπi−1 // σ(X [i − 2])
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There are induced morphisms πi : Y [i]→ Y [i− 1] of varieties over k, and since I(Y ) ⊂ k{X} is a σ-ideal,
we also have induced morphisms σi : Y [i]→ σ(Y [i − 1]) of varieties over k.
2 Basic definitions
In this section we introduce σ-algebraic groups and give some examples. We also show that every σ-
algebraic group is isomorphic to a σ-closed subgroup of the general linear group.
From now on we will work over a fixed σ-field k. By an algebraic group over k, we mean an affine
group scheme of finite type over k. (So an algebraic group need not be smooth.) Since the category of
σ-varieties has products and a terminal object (Remark 1.3) the following definition makes sense.
Definition 2.1. Let k be a σ-field. A σ-algebraic group over k is a group object in the category of
σ-varieties over k.
Alternatively, we could define a σ-algebraic group as functor from k-σ-Alg to Groups, the category of
groups, which is representable by a finitely σ-generated k-σ-algebra. A morphism of σ-algebraic groups
is of course a morphisms of σ-varieties that respects the group structure. A σ-closed embedding of
σ-algebraic groups is a morphism of σ-algebraic groups which is a σ-closed embedding of σ-varieties.
Definition 2.2. Let k be a σ-field. A k-σ-Hopf algebra is a Hopf algebra A over k with the structure of
a k-σ-algebra such that the Hopf-algebra structure maps ∆: A → A ⊗k A, S : A → A and ε : A → k are
morphisms of k-σ-algebras.
A k-σ-Hopf subalgebra of a k-σ-Hopf algebra is a Hopf subalgebra which is a k-σ-subalgebra.
Proposition 2.3. The category of σ-algebraic groups over k is anti–equivalent to the category of k-σ-Hopf
algebras that are finitely σ-generated over k.
Proof. This follows from Remark 1.2 in an analogous fashion to Theorem 1.4 in [Wat79].
Let G be a σ-algebraic group. A σ-closed subgroup H of G is a σ-closed σ-subvariety H of G such
that H(R) is a subgroup of G(R) for any k-σ-algebra R. Then H itself is a σ-algebraic group. We write
H ≤ G
to express that H is a σ-closed subgroup of G. If H1 and H2 are σ-closed subgroups of G, then H1 ∩H2
is also a σ-closed subgroup of G.
Let A be k-σ-Hopf algebra. A Hopf ideal of A is called a σ-Hopf ideal if it is a σ-ideal. In analogy to
Section 2.1 in [Wat79] it follows from Lemma 1.4 that:
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a σ-algebraic G. There is a one–to–one correspondence between the σ-closed
subgroups of G and the σ-Hopf ideals in k{G}.
Example 2.5. Let V be a finite dimensional k-vector space. For every k-σ-algebra R let GL(V )(R)
denote the group of R-linear automorphisms of V ⊗kR. Then GL(V ) is naturally a functor from k-σ-Alg
to Groups. Indeed, GL(V ) is a σ-algebraic group: By choosing a basis v1, . . . , vn of V , we can identify
GL(V )(R) with GLn(R) and GL(V ) is represented by
k{GLn} = k{xij , 1det(x)}.
More generally:
Example 2.6. Every algebraic group over k can be interpreted as a σ-algebraic group over k. Here, as
throughout the text, by an algebraic group over k we mean an affine group scheme of finite type over k.
Indeed, let G be an algebraic group over k and as in Section 1.4, let R♯ denote the k-algebra obtained
from the k-σ-algebra R by forgetting σ. Then
R G(R♯)
is a functor from k-σ-Alg to Groups, i.e., [σ]kG is a σ-algebraic group.
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We will often write G instead of [σ]kG. In particular, by a σ-closed subgroup of G we mean a σ-closed
subgroup of [σ]kG.
Example 2.7. Let 0 ≤ α1 < · · · < αn and 1 ≤ β1, . . . , βn be integers. We can define a σ-closed subgroup
G of the multiplicative group Gm by
G(R) = {g ∈ R×| σα1(g)β1 · · ·σαn(g)βn = 1} ≤ Gm(R)
for every k-σ-algebra R.
Example 2.8. Every homogeneous linear difference equation σn(y) + λn−1σ
n−1(y) + · · ·+ λ0y = 0 over
k defines a σ-closed subgroup G of the additive group Ga, i.e.,
G(R) = {g ∈ R| σn(g) + λn−1σn−1(g) + · · ·+ λ0g = 0} ≤ Ga(R)
for any k-σ-algebra R.
Example 2.9. The equations of the unitary group define a σ-closed subgroup of the general linear group:
G(R) = {g ∈ GLn(R)| gσ(g)T = σ(g)Tg = In} ≤ GLn(R)
for any k-σ-algebra R.
Example 2.9 can be generalized as follows:
Example 2.10. Let k be a σ-field, n ≥ 1 an integer, G an algebraic group over k and φ : G → σnG a
morphism of algebraic groups over k. There is a morphism σn : G → σnG of σ-algebraic groups over k,
which, in terms of equations is given by applying σn to the coordinates. In terms of k-σ-algebras this
morphism can be described as σ
n
(k{G}) = k{G}⊗k k → k{G} f ⊗ λ 7→ σn(f)λ. We can define a σ-closed
subgroup G of G by
G(R) = {g ∈ G(R)| σn(g) = ψ(g)} ≤ G(R)
for any k-σ-algebra R.
Example 2.11. Let k be a field of positive characteristic p and q be a power of p. Consider k as a
σ-field via the Frobenius, i.e., σ(λ) = λq for λ ∈ k. An algebraic group G over k can be considered as
a σ-algebraic group over k: We turn k[G] into a k-σ-algebra by setting σ(f) = f q for f ∈ k[G]. Then
clearly k[G] is a k-σ-Hopf algebra.
A σ-algebraic group as in Example 2.11 will be called a Frobenius algebraic group.
Example 2.12. Let k be a σ-field, G a finite group and Σ: G → G a group endomorphism. Let A be
the k-vector space with basis (eg)g∈G. We consider it as k-algebra via
(
∑
λgeg)(
∑
µgeg) =
∑
λgµgeg.
We can define a Hopf algebra structure on A by
∆(eg) =
∑
(g1,g2)
eg1 ⊗ eg2 ,
where the sum ranges over all pairs (g1, g2) ∈ G2 such that g1g2 = g, S(eg) = eg−1 and ε(eg) = 0 for
g 6= 1 and ε(e1) = 1. The algebraic group corresponding to A is usually called the constant group scheme
for G. (See [Wat79, Section 2.3].) Extend σ : k → k to σ : A → A by σ(eg) =
∑
h eh, where the sum is
taken over all h ∈ G such that Σ(h) = g. This defines a k-σ-algebra structure on A and therefore we
obtain an associated σ-algebraic group G = Hom(A,−).
Similar to algebraic groups, σ-algebraic groups can be linearized:
Theorem 2.13. Let G be a σ-algebraic group over k. Then there exists a finite dimensional k-vector
space V and a σ-closed embedding G →֒ GL(V ). In particular, G is isomorphic to a σ-closed subgroup of
GLn for some n ≥ 1.
Proof. Assume that f1, . . . , fm ∈ k{G} generate k{G} as a k-σ-algebra. By [Wat79, Section 3.3, p.
24] there exists a Hopf subalgebra A of k{G} which contains f1, . . . , fm and is finitely generated as a
k-algebra. By [Wat79, Section 3.4, p. 25] there exists an integer n ≥ 1 and a surjective morphism
k[GLn]→ A of Hopf algebras. By Lemma 1.7 the morphism k[GLn]→ A →֒ k{G} of k-algebras extends
to a morphism k{GLn} → k{G} of k-σ-algebras. Indeed, this is a morphism of k-σ-Hopf algebras and
since f1, . . . , fm lie in the image, it is surjective. Now the claim follows from Lemma 1.6.
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3 Zariski closures of difference algebraic groups and the growth
group
In this section we show that the eventual growth of the Zariski closures of a σ-closed subgroup G of an
algebraic group G is governed by an algebraic group, called the growth group of G (with respect to the
σ-closed embedding G →֒ G). We also introduce the σ-dimension and the order of a σ-algebraic group G.
Let k be a σ-field and G an algebraic group over k. Then, for ever i ≥ 0, σiG and G[i] = G×σG×· · ·×σiG
(see Section 1.4) are naturally algebraic groups over k. For every i ≥ 1 the maps πi : G[i]→ G[i− 1] and
σi : G[i]→ σ(G[i− 1]) are morphisms of algebraic groups over k.
Let G be a σ-closed subgroup of G. For every i ≥ 0 we have an inclusion k[G[i]] ⊂ k{G} of Hopf
algebras. Since I(G) ⊂ k{G} is a Hopf ideal, I(G)∩k[G[i]] is a Hopf ideal of k[G[i]]. So the i-th order Zariski
closure G[i] of G in G is a closed subgroup of G[i]. The maps πi : G[i]→ G[i−1] and σi : G[i]→ σ(G[i− 1])
are morphisms of algebraic groups over k and form a commutative diagram:
G[i]
σi

πi // G[i− 1]
σi−1

σ(G[i − 1])
σπi−1 // σ(G[i − 2])
(4)
For i ≥ 1 we set
Gi = ker(πi) ≤ G[i].
We also set G0 = G[0]. Because of (4) we have induced morphisms σi : Gi → σ(Gi−1) of algebraic groups
over k.
Proposition 3.1. For every i ≥ 1 the map σi : Gi → σ(Gi−1) is a closed embedding and there exists an
integer m ≥ 1 such that σi : Gi → σ(Gi−1) is an isomorphism for every i ≥ m.
Proof. Let us start by describing σi in algebraic terms. Assume that a = (a1, . . . , an) generates k[G] as
a k-algebra and let a denote the image of a in k{G}. So
k[G] = k[a] ⊂ k[a, σ(a), . . .] = k{G}
and k[G[i]] = k[a, . . . , σi(a)]. The morphism σi : G[i]→ σ(G[i − 1]) corresponds to the map
σ
(
k[a, . . . , σi−1(a)]
) −→ k[a, . . . , σi(a)], f ⊗ λ 7→ σ(f)λ
and the morphism σi : Gi → σ(Gi−1) corresponds to the map
σ
(
k[a, . . . , σi−1(a)]⊗k[a,...,σi−2(a)] k
) −→ k[a, . . . , σi(a)]⊗k[a,...,σi−1(a)] k
(f ⊗ λ)⊗ µ 7−→ σ(f)⊗ σ(λ)µ
where the tensor products are formed in virtue of the counit ε : k{G} → k. Since k[a, . . . , σi(a)]⊗k[a,...,σi−1(a)]
k is generated as a k-algebra by the image of σi(a), the above map is clearly surjective. Thus σi : Gi →
σ(Gi−1) is a closed embedding.
To prove the second claim of the proposition, let us first assume that k is inversive. The map
ψi : k[a, . . . , σ
i−1(a)]⊗k[a,...,σi−2(a)] k −→ k[a, . . . , σi(a)]⊗k[a,...,σi−1(a)] k
f ⊗ λ 7−→ σ(f)⊗ σ(λ)
does not respect the k-algebra structure, but since k is inversive, it is surjective. We thus have a descending
chain of closed subschemes
G0 ←֓ G1 ←֓ G2 · · · .
Since G0 is of finite type over k, this sequence must stabilize. That is, there exists an integer m ≥ 1 such
that ψi is bijective for every i ≥ m. Since k is inversive, k[Gi]→ σ(k[Gi]), f 7→ f⊗1 is bijective. It follows
that for i ≥ m, the morphism σ(k[Gi−1]) → k[Gi] dual to σi is an isomorphism, since it can be obtained
as the composition σ(k[Gi−1]) → k[Gi−1] ψ−→ k[Gi] of two bijective maps. This proves the proposition for
k inversive.
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The general case can be reduced to the inversive case: Let k∗ denote the inversive closure of k ([Lev08,
Definition 2.1.6]). So, in particular, k∗ is an inversive σ-field extension of k. The formation of Zariski–
closures and of the Gi is compatible with base extension. It therefore follows from the inversive case,
that there exists an integer m ≥ 1 such that for every i ≥ m the morphism σi : Gi → σ(Gi−1) becomes
an isomorphism after base extension from k to k∗. But then already σi must be an isomorphism for
i ≥ m.
Proposition 3.1 allows us to associate to the inclusion G ≤ G an algebraic group, which measures the
(eventual) growth of the Zariski closures G[i] of G in G.
Definition 3.2. Let G be an algebraic group and G ≤ G a σ-closed subgroup. For i ≥ 1 let Gi denote the
kernel of the projection πi : G[i]→ G[i− 1] between the Zariksi closures of G in G. Let m ≥ 0 denote the
smallest integer such that σi : Gi → σ(Gi−1) is an isomorphism for every i > m. Then Gm is called the
growth group of G with respect to the σ-closed embedding G →֒ G.
Example 3.3. Let 0 ≤ α1 < · · · < αn and 1 ≤ β1, . . . , βn be integers and G ≤ Gm the σ-closed subgroup
of the multiplicative group Gm given by
G(R) = {g ∈ R×| σα1(g)β1 · · ·σαn(g)βn = 1}
for every k-σ-algebra R. Then the growth group of G with respect to the given embedding G →֒ Gm is
µβn , where µβn(R) = {g ∈ R×| gβn = 1} for ever k-algebra R.
The following example shows that the growth group does indeed depend on the embedding G →֒ G
and therefore is not an invariant of G.
Example 3.4. Let G = Gm (considered as a σ-algebraic group). For n ≥ 1 the σ-closed embedding
G→ G2m, g 7→ (g, σ(g)n)
identifies G with the σ-closed subgroup G ≤ G2m given by
G(R) = {(g1, g2) ∈ Gm(R)2| σ(g1)n = g2}
for any k-σ-algebra R. The growth group of G with respect to the embedding G →֒ G2m is µn ×Gm.
Even though the growth group itself does depend on the chosen embedding G →֒ G, it carries some
information which only depends on G. We will now show that the dimension of the growth group does
not depend on the embedding G →֒ G. In Section 6 we will see that also the size of the growth group is
independent of the chosen embedding.
The following theorem can be seen as a group theoretic analog of the classical theorem on the existence
of the so–called dimension polynomial of an extension of σ-fields ([Lev08, Theorem 4.2.1]). See also
[Hru04, Lemma 4.21].
Theorem 3.5. Let G be an algebraic group and G ≤ G a σ-closed subgroup. For i ≥ 0 let di = dim(G[i])
denote the dimension of the i-th order Zariski closure of G in G. Then there exist integers d, e ≥ 0 such
that
di = d(i + 1) + e for i≫ 0.
The integer d only depends on G and not on the choice of G and the σ-closed embedding G →֒ G. If
d = 0, the integer e only depends on G and not on the choice of G and the σ-closed embedding G →֒ G.
Proof. Let Gi denote the kernel of G[i]։ G[i− 1]. Then dim(G[i]) = dim(G[i− 1])+dim(Gi). Let m ≥ 0
denote the smallest integer such that σi : Gi → σ(Gi−1) is an isomorphism for every i > m. It follows that
for i≫ 0
dim(G[i]) = dim(Gi) + · · ·+ dim(G0) =
= (i −m+ 1) dim(Gm) + dim(Gm−1) + · · ·+ dim(G0) =
= (i + 1) dim(Gm) + dim(Gm−1) + · · ·+ dim(G0)−m dim(Gm) =
= d(i + 1) + e.
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It follows from Proposition 3.1 that e ≥ 0.
Let us now show that d is independent of the chosen embedding G →֒ G. So let G →֒ G′ be another
σ-closed embedding. Let G[i]′ denote the i-th order Zariski closure of G in G′ and let d′i, d′, e′ have the
analogous meaning. We have to show that d = d′.
Let a be a finite tuple from k{G} which generates k[G[0]] ⊂ k{G} as a k-algebra. Similarly, let a′ be
a finite tuple from k{G} which generates k[G[0]′] ⊂ k{G} as a k-algebra. Then k[G[i]] = k[a, . . . , σi(a)]
and there exists an integer n ≥ 0 such that all coordinates of a′ lie in k[G[n]]. Then
k[G[i]′] = k[a′, . . . , σi(a′)] ⊂ k[a, . . . , σn+i(a)] = k[G[n+ i]].
Therefore d′i ≤ dn+i and for i≫ 0 we have d′(i+ 1)+ e′ ≤ d(n+ i+ 1) + e. Letting i tend to infinity we
find d′ ≤ d. By symmetry, d′ = d.
Let us now assume that d = 0. We have to show that e does not depend on the choice of the embedding
G →֒ G. Do to this we will show that
e = max
{
dim(R)| R is a finitely generated k-subalgebra of k{G}}. (5)
For i ≫ 0 the finitely generated k-subalgebra k[G[i]] of k{G} has dimension e. Conversely, if R is a
finitely generated k-subalgebra of k{G}, then R is contained in some k[G[i]] and therefore dim(R) ≤ e.
This proves (5).
Definition 3.6. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. The integer d ≥ 0 defined in Theorem 3.5 above is called
the σ-dimension of G and denoted by
σ- dim(G).
If σ- dim(G) = 0, the integer e ≥ 0 defined in Theorem 3.5 is called the order of G and denoted by
ord(G).
If G has positive σ-dimension the order of G is defined to be infinity.
Example 3.7. Let G be an algebraic group. Then σ- dim([σ]kG) = dim(G). Indeed, if we tautologically
consider G = [σ]kG as a σ-closed subgroup of G, then G[i] = G × σG × · · · × σiG and so dim(G[i]) =
dim(G)(i + 1) for every i ≥ 0. This also shows that either ord(G) =∞ (if dim(G) > 0) or ord(G) = 0 if
(dim(G) = 0).
The following example does motivate the naming “order”.
Example 3.8. Let f = σn(y) + λn−1σ
n−1(y) + · · · + λ0y be a linear difference equation and G the
σ-closed subgroup of Ga defined by f . Then ord(G) = n, i.e., the order of G equals the order of f .
A certain numerical invariant analogous to the order and called the total dimension has been intro-
duced in [Hru04] in a different setting. We have chosen to stick to the more traditional naming from
[Lev08] and [Coh65], also for the sake of the beauty of the formulation of Theorem 13.1. From the proof
of Theorem 3.5, we immediately obtain:
Corollary 3.9. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. Then the dimension of the growth group of G with respect
to some σ-closed embedding G →֒ G of G into some algebraic group G equals the σ-dimension of G. In
particular, the dimension of the growth group does not depend on the choice of the σ-closed embedding
G →֒ G.
To state the next proposition we need some more definitions. A σ-ring R is called a σ-domain if R is
an integral domain and σ : R→ R is injective. If R is a σ-domain, the field of fractions of R is naturally
a σ-field.
A σ-algebraic group G is called integral if k{G} is an integral domain. A σ-algebraic group G is
called σ-integral if k{G} is a σ-domain. The σ-transcendence degree of a σ-field extension K|k is the
largest integer n ≥ 1 such that the σ-polynomial ring k{y1, . . . , yn} may be embedded into K. (If no
such integer exists the σ-transcendence degree is infinite.) See Section 4.1 in [Lev08] for more details on
the σ-transcendence degree. The following proposition shows that our notions of dimension and order
generalize the classical notions. (See page 394 in [Lev08].)
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Proposition 3.10. If G is a σ-integral σ-algebraic group, then the σ-dimension of G equals the σ-
transcendence degree of the field of fractions of k{G} over k.
If G is an integral σ-algebraic group, then the order of G equals the transcendence degree of the field
of fractions of k{G} over k.
Proof. Let us first assume that G is σ-integral and let us fix a σ-closed embedding G →֒ G. Assume that
a = (a1, . . . , an) generates k[G[0]] ⊂ k{G} as a k-algebra. Let K denote the field of fractions of k{G}.
Since G is σ-integral K is naturally a σ-field extension of k and a generates K as a σ-field extension of k.
Since trdeg(k(a, . . . , σi(a))|k) = dim(G[i]), we see that d(t + 1) + e (with d and e as in Theorem 3.5) is
really just the difference dimension polynomial (Definition 4.2.2 in [Lev08]) of the σ-field extension K|k
associated with a. It follows from Theorem 4.2.1 (iii) in [Lev08] that σ- dim(G) = d = σ- trdeg(K|k).
Now assume that G is integral. Let K denote the field of fractions of k{G}. If σ- dim(G) > 0, then it
is clear from Theorem 3.5 that the transcendence degree of K over k is infinite. So ord(G) = trdeg(K|k)
in this case.
If σ- dim(G) = 0, the claim follows from equation (5) above.
The σ-dimension is invariant under extension of the base σ-field.
Lemma 3.11. Let G be a σ-algebraic group and k′ a σ-field extension of k. Then σ- dim(Gk′ ) =
σ- dim(G) and ord(Gk′ ) = ord(G).
Proof. Let G be an algebraic group such that G is a σ-closed subgroup of G. Then Gk′ is a σ-closed
subgroup of Gk′ and for i ≥ 0 the i-th order Zariski closure Gk′ [i] of Gk′ in Gk′ is obtained from the i-th
order Zariski closure G[i] of G in G by base extension, i.e, Gk′ [i] = G[i]k′ . Now the claim of the lemma
follows from the fact that the usual dimension is invariant under base extension.
For later use we record:
Lemma 3.12. Let G and H be σ-algebraic groups. Then G×H is a σ-algebraic group with
σ- dim(G×H) = σ- dim(G) + σ- dim(H)
and
ord(G×H) = ord(G) + ord(H).
Proof. Let G and H be algebraic groups containing G and H as σ-closed subgroups respectively. Then
G × H is a σ-closed subgroup of G × H and the claim reduces to the similar formula for algebraic
groups.
4 Finiteness theorems
There is no direct difference analog of Hilbert’s basis theorem: There exist infinite strictly ascending
chains of difference ideals in the σ-polynomial ring k{y1, . . . , yn}. (See [Coh65, Example 3, p. 73].)
The Ritt–Raudenbush basis theorem in difference algebra ([RR39] or [Lev08, Theorem 2.5.11]) only
asserts that every ascending chain of perfect difference ideals in k{y1, . . . , yn} is finite. However, in
our group theoretic setup the situation is better behaved. Indeed, in this section we will prove two
important finiteness theorems. Let A be a finitely σ-generated k-σ-Hopf algebra. The first finiteness
theorem (Theorem 4.1) asserts that every σ-Hopf ideal of A is finitely generated as a σ-ideal. The second
finiteness theorem (Theorem 4.5) asserts that every k-σ-Hopf subalgebra of A is finitely σ-generated over
k. In Section 9 we will prove a third finiteness theorem (Theorem 9.1): The set of minimal prime σ-ideals
of A is finite.
Theorem 4.1. Let H be σ-algebraic group and G ≤ H a σ-closed subgroup. Then the defining ideal
I(G) ⊂ k{H} of G is finitely generated as a σ-ideal.
Proof. We may embed H as a σ-closed subgroup in some algebraic group G. For example, we may choose
G = GLn by Theorem 2.13. If the defining ideal of G in k{G} is finitely σ-generated, then also the
defining ideal of G in k{H} = k{G}/I(H) is finitely σ-generated. We can therefore assume that H = G.
As in Section 3 let Gi denote the kernel of the projection πi : G[i] ։ G[i − 1] between the Zariski
closures of G in G. By Proposition 3.1 there exists an integer m ≥ 1 such that σi : Gi → σ(Gi−1) is
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an isomorphism for every i > m. To prove the theorem we will show that I(G[m]) = I(G) ∩ k[G[m]]
σ-generates I(G) ⊂ k{G} = ∪i≥0k[G[i]]. To do this it is sufficient to show that
I(G[i]) =
(
I(G[i − 1]), σ(I(G[i − 1]))) ⊂ k[G[i]] (6)
for i > m. The ideal to the right–hand side of (6) defines an algebraic group
Hi = (G[i − 1]× σiG) ∩ (G × σ(G[i− 1])) ≤ G[i] = G × σG × · · · × σiG.
Clearly G[i] ≤ Hi and the projection πi : Hi → G[i − 1] is surjective1. The kernel of πi : Hi ։ G[i − 1]
is 1 × σ(Gi−1). Since i > m we have 1 × σ(Gi−1) = Gi. Thus the downwards arrows in the commutative
diagram
G[i] 
 //
πi ## ##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
Hi
πi{{{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
G[i− 1]
have the same kernel. This implies that G[i] = Hi and identity (6) is proved.
We have actually proved a slightly stronger statement which we record for later use.
Corollary 4.2. Let G be an algebraic group and G ≤ G a σ-closed subgroup. For i ≥ 0 let G[i] denote
the i-th order Zariski closure of G in G. Then there exists an integer m ≥ 0 such that I(G[i]) =
(I(G[i − 1], σ(I(G[i − 1])) for i > m, i.e., G[i] = (G[i − 1]× σiG) ∩ (G × σ(G[i − 1])).
Corollary 4.3. Every descending chain of σ-closed subgroups of a σ-algebraic group is finite.
Proof. A descending chain H1 ≥ H2 ≥ · · · of σ-closed subgroups of a σ-algebraic group G corresponds
to an ascending chain I(H1) ⊂ I(H2) ⊂ · · · of σ-Hopf ideals in k{G}. By Theorem 4.1 the union
⋃
I(Hi)
(which corresponds to the intersection
⋂
Hi) is finitely generated as a σ-ideal. Thus there exists an
integer n ≥ 1 such that ⋃ I(Hi) = I(Hn). Then Hn = Hn+1 = · · · .
To prove the second finiteness theorem we need a simple lemma on k-σ-Hopf algebras.
Lemma 4.4. Let A be a k-σ-Hopf algebra. Then every finite subset of A is contained in a finitely
σ-generated k-σ-Hopf subalgebra.
Proof. By [Wat79, Section 3.3] a finite subset of A is contained in a Hopf subalgebra B which is finitely
generated as a k-algebra. Then k{B} ⊂ A is finitely σ-generated over k and since the comultiplication
and the antipode are σ-morphisms, k{B} is a Hopf subalgebra.
Theorem 4.5. Let A be a k-σ-Hopf algebra which is finitely σ-generated over k and B ⊂ A a k-σ-Hopf
subalgebra. Then B is finitely σ-generated over k.
Proof. For a Hopf subalgebra C of A let mC ⊂ C denote the kernel of the counit ε : C → k. The ideal
(mB) ⊂ A is a σ-Hopf ideal. By Theorem 4.1 it is finitely σ-generated. So there exists a finite set F ⊂ mB
such that [F ] = (mB). By Lemma 4.4 there exists a finitely σ-generated k-σ-Hopf subalgebra C of B
containing F . Then (mC) = (mB). By Corollary 3.10 in [Tak72] the mapping C 7→ (mC) from Hopf
subalgebras to Hopf ideals is injective. Thus B = C is finitely σ-generated over k.
As an application of Corollary 4.2, we will prove a dimension theorem, which will then be used in
Section 12 in the proof of an analog of the Jordan–Ho¨lder theorem. A dimension theorem for differential
algebraic groups has been proved in [Sit74]. It is interesting to note that the dimension theorem fails for
difference varieties. See [Coh65, Chapter 8, Section 8]. However, it holds for σ-algebraic groups:
Theorem 4.6. Let H1 and H2 be σ-closed subgroups of a σ-algebraic group G. Then
σ- dim(H1 ∩H2) + σ- dim(G) ≥ σ- dim(H1) + σ- dim(H2) (7)
and
ord(H1 ∩H2) + ord(G) ≥ ord(H1) + ord(H2). (8)
1A morphism G → H of algebraic groups, i.e., affine group schemes of finite type over k is surjective if the dual map
k[H] → k[G] is injective. See [Mil12, Chapter VII, Section 7] for more details.
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Proof. Let G be an algebraic group containing G as a σ-closed subgroup. We consider the Zariski closures
inside G. By Corollary 4.2 there exists an integer m ≥ 0 such that
I((H1 ∩H2)[i]) =
(
I((H1 ∩H2)[i− 1]), σ(I((H1 ∩H2)[i − 1]))
)
for i > m. Since I(H1 ∩H2) = I(H1) + I(H2) there exists n ≥ m such that
I((H1 ∩H2)[m]) ⊂ I(H1[n]) + I(H2[n]) = I(H1[n] ∩H2[n]).
But then
I((H1 ∩H2)[m+ i]) ⊂ I(H1[n+ i] ∩H2[n+ i]) (9)
for every i ≥ 0 and so
H1[n+ i] ∩H2[n+ i] ≤ (H1 ∩H2)[m+ i]× σm+i+1G × · · · × σn+iG.
Therefore
dim(H1[n+ i] ∩H2[n+ i]) ≤ dim((H1 ∩H2)[m+ i]) + (n−m) dim(G)
and so
dim((H1∩H2)[m+ i]) ≥ dim(H1[n+ i] ∩H2[n+ i])− (n−m) dim(G)
≥ dim(H1[n+ i]) + dim(H2[n+ i])− dim(G[n+ i])− (n−m) dim(G).
Now using Theorem 3.5 and comparing the coefficients of i yields identity (7).
It remains to prove (8). Obviously this is true if ord(G) = ∞. So we can assume ord(G) < ∞, i.e.,
σ- dim(G) = 0. Note that (9) implies that the intersection of I(H1[n + i] ∩ H2[n + i]) with k[G[m + i]]
equals I((H1 ∩H2)[m+ i]). This means that the morphism of algebraic groups
φ : H1[n+ i] ∩H2[n+ i]→ (H1 ∩H2)[m+ i]
induced from the projection G×σG×· · ·×σn+iG → G×σG×· · ·×σm+iG is surjective. Since σ- dim(H1) = 0,
the kernel of the projections H1[n+ i]։ H1[m+ i] is finite for i≫ 0. Therefore also φ has finite kernel
and it follows that for i≫ 0
ord(H1 ∩H2) = dim((H1 ∩H2)[m+ i]) = dim(H1[n+ i] ∩H2[n+ i])
≥ dim(H1[n+ i]) + dim(H2[n+ i])− dim(G[n+ i])
= ord(H1) + ord(H2)− ord(G).
5 Representations of difference algebraic groups
In this section we present an application of the first finiteness theorem (Theorem 4.1). We prove the
difference analog of a theorem of Chevalley for algebraic groups. Namely, we show that every σ-closed
subgroup of a σ-algebraic group can be realized as the stabilizer of a line. We also show that the category
of representations of Gnm as a difference algebraic group is semi–simple.
Categories of representations of σ-algebraic groups have been studied in [OWb]. There the authors
introduce σ-tannakian categories, which provide a purely categorical characterization of those categories,
which are the category of representations of a σ-algebraic group. We plan to explore the relation between
properties of a σ-algebraic group and properties of its category of representations in a future work.
Definition 5.1. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. A representation of G is a pair (V, φ) comprising a finite
dimensional k-vector space V and a morphism φ : G→ GL(V ) of σ-algebraic groups. The representation
is called faithful if φ is a σ-closed embedding.
We will often omit φ from the notation. A morphism (V, φ) → (V ′, φ′) of representations of G is a
k-linear map f : V → V ′ which is G-equivariant, i.e.,
V ⊗k R f⊗R //
φ(g)

V ′ ⊗k R
φ′(g)

V ⊗k R f⊗R // V ′ ⊗k R
commutes for every g ∈ G(R) and any k-σ-algebra R.
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Lemma 5.2. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. The category of representations of G is equivalent to the
category of finite dimensional comodules over k{G}.
Proof. This is similar to Section 3.2 in [Wat79].
Lemma 5.3. Let V be a representation of the σ-algebraic group G and W ≤ V a linear subspace. Then
the stabilizer GW of W , defined by
GW (R) = {g ∈ G(R)| g(W ⊗k R) ⊂W ⊗k R}
for any k-σ-algebra R, is a σ-closed subgroup of G.
Proof. Let v1, . . . , vn be a basis of V such that v1, . . . , vm is a basis of W . Let ρ : V → V ⊗k k{G}
denote the comodule structure corresponding to the given representation and write ρ(vj) =
∑n
i=1 vi ⊗
aij ∈ V ⊗k k{G} for j = 1, . . . , n. So for a k-σ-algebra R and g ∈ G(R) = Hom(k{G}, R) we have
g(vj ⊗ 1) =
∑n
i=1 vi ⊗ g(aij) ∈ V ⊗k R. This shows the g ∈ GW (R) if and only if g(aij) = 0 for
j = 1, . . . ,m and i = m+ 1, . . . , n. Thus
GW = V([aij | 1 ≤ j ≤ m, m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n]).
We know from Theorem 2.13 that every σ-algebraic group admits a faithful representation. The
following theorem provides a strengthening of this result:
Theorem 5.4. Let G a σ-algebraic group and H ≤ G a σ-closed subgroup. Then there exists a faithful
representation V of G and a line L ≤ V (i.e., a one dimensional k-subspace) such that H is the stabilizer
of L, i.e.,
H(R) = {g ∈ G(R)| g(L⊗k R) ⊂ L⊗k R}
for any k-σ-algebra R.
Proof. We will first construct a representation V of G such that H is the stabilizer of a subspaceW of V .
By Theorem 4.1 there exists a finite set F ⊂ I(H) ⊂ k{G} such that I(H) = [F ]. By Section 3.3 in [Wat79]
there exists a finite dimensional subcomodule V of k{G} such that F ⊂ V . Let W = V ∩ I(H) ≤ V . If
v1, . . . , vn is a basis of V such that v1, . . . , vm is a basis of W and ∆(vj) =
∑n
i=1 vi ⊗ aij ∈ V ⊗k k{G}
for j = 1, . . . , n, then
I(GW ) = [aij | 1 ≤ j ≤ m, m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n]
by the proof of Lemma 5.3. Since I(H) and V are k{H}-comodules also W = I(H) ∩ V is a k{H}-
comodule. So W is stable under H , i.e., H ≤ GW , or I(GW ) ⊂ I(H). We have
vj =
n∑
i=1
ε(vi)aij =
n∑
i=m+1
ε(vi)aij ,
since ε(I(H)) = 0. This shows that every f ∈ F ⊂ W lies in [aij | 1 ≤ j ≤ m, m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n] = I(GW ).
Therefore I(H) = [F ] ⊂ I(GW ) and consequently H = GW .
Now the m-th exterior power ∧mV is naturally a representation of G and L = ∧mW ≤ ∧mV is one
dimensional. Moreover GL = GW . (See Section A.2 in [Wat79].) In case ∧mV is not faithful, we can
replace it by ∧mV ⊕ V ′, where V ′ is a faithful representation of G.
An algebraic group G over a field of characteristic zero is reductive if and only if it is linearly reductive,
i.e., every representation of G is a direct sum of irreducible representations. In differential algebra, the
only linearly reductive linear differential algebraic groups are those which are the constant points of a
reductive algebraic group ([MO11, Theorem 3.14]). In particular, the linear differential algebraic group
Gm is not linearly reductive. Indeed, the representation
Gm → GL2, g 7→
(
g δ(g)
0 g
)
is not semi–simple. For difference algebraic groups the situation is fundamentally different. We show here
that tori are linearly reductive difference algebraic goups and leave the characterization of the linearly
reductive difference algebraic groups for the future.
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Theorem 5.5. Every representation of the difference algebraic group G = Gnm is a direct sum of one–
dimensional representations.
Proof. Let us denote by X the set of all elements of k{G} = k{y1, y−11 , . . . , yn, y−1n } which are products
of elements of the form σα(yi)
β where α ∈ N, β ∈ Z and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then X is a k-basis of k{G} and
every element χ ∈ X is group–like, i.e., ∆(χ) = χ⊗ χ and ε(χ) = 1 where ∆: k{G} → k{G} ⊗k k{G} is
the comultiplication and ε : k{G} → k the counit.
Let V be a representation of G, ρ : V → V ⊗k k{G} the corresponding comodule and v ∈ V . Then
we can write
ρ(v) =
∑
χ∈X
aχ ⊗ χ, aχ ∈ V.
Applying the comodule identities (idV ⊗∆) ◦ ρ = (ρ ⊗ idk{G}) ◦ ρ and (idV ⊗ε) ◦ ρ = idV (see [Wat79,
Section 3.2]) to v, we find that ∑
χ∈X
aχ ⊗ χ⊗ χ =
∑
χ∈X
ρ(aχ)⊗ χ, and (10)
v =
∑
χ∈X
aχ. (11)
Identity (10) implies that ρ(aχ) = aχ ⊗ χ. So g(aχ ⊗ 1) = aχ ⊗ g(χ) for g ∈ G(R) = Hom(k{G}, R) and
R a k-σ-algebra. Thus kaχ is a subrepresentation of V and it follows form (11) that V is spanned by all
the one–dimensional subrepresentations arising in this way.
6 The limit degree
In this section we introduce an important numerical invariant for σ-algebraic groups (of σ-dimension zero)
called the limit degree. We also show that the category of algebraic σ-groups introduced and studied in
[KP07] is equivalent to the category of σ-algebraic groups of σ-dimension zero and limit degree one.
By the size |G| of an algebraic group G we mean the dimension of k[G] as a k-vector space. So the
size is either a non–negative integer or ∞. In the sequel we will employ the usual rules for calculating
with the symbol ∞. If G1 φ1 // //G2 φ2 // //G3 are surjective morphisms of algebraic groups, then
| ker(φ2 ◦ φ1)| = | ker(φ2)| · | ker(φ1)|. (12)
Proposition 6.1. Let G be a σ-algebraic group and G →֒ G a σ-closed embedding. Then the size of the
growth group of G with respect to the embedding G →֒ G does not depend on the choice of G and the
σ-closed embedding.
Proof. For i ≥ 0 let G[i] denote the i-th order Zariski closure of G in G and Gi the kernel of the
projection πi : G[i] → G[i − 1]. By Proposition 3.1 the integer d = |Gi| does not depend on i for i ≫ 0.
Let a = (a1, . . . , an) generate k[G[0]] ⊂ k{G} as a k-algebra. Then a generates k{G} as a k-σ-algebra.
Let G′ be another algebraic group and G →֒ G′ a σ-closed embedding. Let G[i]′ denote the i-th order
Zariski closure of G in G′ and let d′ and a′ be as above. We have to show that d = d′.
Since a, as well as a′, σ-generate k{G}, there exists an integerm ≥ 1 such that a′ ∈ k[a, . . . , σm(a)] and
a ∈ k[a′, . . . , σm(a′)]. Then, for i ≥ 0, we have k[a′, . . . , σi(a′)] ⊂ k[a, . . . , σm+i(a)] and k[a, . . . , σi(a)] ⊂
k[a′, . . . , σm+i(a′)]. So for j ≥ m:
k[a, . . . , σi(a)] ⊂ k[a′, . . . , σm+i(a′)] ⊂ k[a′, . . . , σj+i(a′)] ⊂ k[a, . . . , σm+j+i(a)].
These inclusions of Hopf algebras correspond to surjective morphisms of algebraic groups
G[m+ j + i]։ G[j + i]′ ։ G[m+ i]′ ։ G[i].
We have | ker(G[m+ j + i]։ G[i])| ≥ | ker(G[j + i]′ ։ G[m+ i]′)| by (12). But by (12) and Proposition
3.1 we also have | ker(G[m + j + i]։ G[i])| = dm+j and | ker(G[j + i]′ ։ G[m+ i]′)| = d′j−m for i≫ 0.
Consequently, dm+j ≥ d′j−m. Letting j tend to infinity, we find d ≥ d′. By symmetry, d = d′.
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Definition 6.2. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. Choose an algebraic group G and a σ-closed embedding
G →֒ G. The size of the growth group of G with respect to the σ-closed embedding G →֒ G is called the
limit degree of G and is denoted by
ld(G).
By Proposition 6.1 the limit degree of G does not depend on the choice of G and the σ-closed embedding
G →֒ G.
The expression “limit degree” is motivated by the fact that
ld(G) = lim
i→∞
deg(πi),
where deg(πi) denotes the degree of the projection πi : G[i]։ G[i− 1]. The naming is also motivated by
Proposition 6.6 and Theorem 13.1.
Remark 6.3. By Corollary 3.9 the limit degree of a σ-algebraic group is finite if and only if it has
σ-dimension zero.
Example 6.4. Let 0 ≤ α1 < · · · < αn and 1 ≤ β1, . . . , βn be integers and G ≤ Gm the σ-closed subgroup
of the multiplicative group Gm given by
G(R) = {g ∈ R×| σα1(g)β1 · · ·σαn(g)βn = 1}
for every k-σ-algebra R. Then ld(G) = βn by Example 3.3.
Example 6.5. Let G be an algebraic group. Then ld([σ]kG) = |G|. This follows from the fact that the
growth group of [σ]kG with respect to the tautological σ-closed embedding [σ]kG →֒ G is G.
Let K|k be an extension of σ-fields. Assume that there exists a finite set B ⊂ K such that B, σ(B), . . .
generates K as a field extension of k, then the limit degree ld(K|k) is the limit limi→∞ di, where di is the
degree of the field extension k(B, . . . , σi(B))|k(B, . . . , σi−1(B)). The limit exists and does not depend on
the choice of B ([Lev08, Section 4.3]). The following proposition shows that our definition of the limit
degree generalizes the classical definition ([Lev08, p. 394]) of the limit degree (for irreducible difference
varieties in the sense of [Coh65] and [Lev08]).
Proposition 6.6. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. If G is σ-integral (i.e., k{G} is an integral domain and
σ : k{G} → k{G} is injective), then the limit degree of G equals the limit degree of the field of fractions
of k{G} over k.
Proof. Let G be an algebraic group containing G as a σ-closed subgroup. For i ≥ 0 let G[i] denote the
i-th order Zariski closure of G in G and let B ⊂ k[G[0]] be a finite set which generates k[G[0]] ⊂ k{G}
as a k-algebra. Let K denote the field of fractions of k{G}. Then B, σ(B), . . . generates K as a field
extension of k and k(B, σ(B), . . . , σi(B)) is the field of fractions of k[G[i]]. Therefore the degree of the
field extension k(B, . . . , σi(B))|k(B, . . . , σi−1(B)) equals the degree of the projection G[i]։ G[i−1].
Our next aim is to characterize the algebraic σ-groups introduced in [KP07] within the category of
σ-algebraic groups.
Proposition 6.7. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. Then ld(G) = 1 if and only if k{G} is finitely generated
as a k-algebra.
Proof. Fix a σ-closed embedding G →֒ G and let G[i] denote the i-th order Zariski closure of G in G.
So k{G} = ∪i≥0k[G[i]]. If ld(G) = 1 there exists an integer m ≥ 0 such that πi : G[i] ։ G[i − 1] has
trivial kernel for i > m, so πi is an isomorphism and therefore k[G[i]] = k[G[i − 1]]. Consequently,
k{G} = k[G[m]] is finitely generated as a k-algebra.
Conversely, if k{G} is a finitely generated k-algebra, we can consider the algebraic group G associated
with the Hopf algebra k{G}♯. So k[G] = k{G}♯. Let R be a k-σ-algebra. Since G(R) = Hom(k{G}, R)
is a subgroup of
Hom(k{G}♯, R♯) = G(R♯) = ([σ]kG)(R) = Hom(k{G}, R)
the morphism k{G}։ k{G} of k-σ-algebras induced by Lemma 1.7 is a morphism of k-σ-Hopf algebras.
With respect to the corresponding σ-closed embedding G →֒ G we have k{G} = k[G[0]] = k[G[1]] = . . .
and therefore the associated growth group is trivial. Thus ld(G) = 1.
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Let us now recall the definition of algebraic σ-groups from [KP07]. We start by introducing algebraic
σ-varieties. Let k be a σ-field and X a variety over k, where, for our purposes, a variety over k is an
affine scheme of finite type over k. As in Section 1.4 let σX denote the variety over k obtained from X by
base extension via σ : k → k. Similarly, if φ : X → Y is a morphism of varieties over k, then σφ : σX → σY
is the morphism obtained from φ by base extension via σ : k → k.
An algebraic σ-variety over k is a variety X over k together with a morphism σ˜ : X → σX of varieties
over k. A morphism between algebraic σ-varieties is a morphism φ : X → Y of varieties such that
X σ˜ //
φ

σX
σφ

Y σ˜ // σY
commutes. An algebraic σ-group is a group object in the category of algebraic σ-varieties. Equivalently,
an algebraic σ-group is an algebraic group G over k together with a morphism σ˜ : G → σG of algebraic
groups.
Theorem 6.8. The category of algebraic σ-groups is equivalent to the category of σ-algebraic groups of
σ-dimension zero and limit degree one.
Proof. Let R be a k-algebra. To define a k-σ-algebra structure on R is equivalent to defining a morphism
of k-algebras σ : σR→ R: Given σ : R→ R, we can define σ : σR→ R, r⊗ λ 7→ σ(r)λ. Conversely, given
σ : σR → R, we can define σ : R id⊗1−−−→ R ⊗k k = σR σ−→ R. Moreover, if R and S are k-σ-algebras and
ψ : R→ S is a morphism of k-algebras, then ψ is a morphism of k-σ-algebras if and only if
σR
σ //
σψ

R
ψ

σS
σ // S
commutes.
Dualizing the definition, an algebraic σ-group G corresponds to a finitely generated Hopf algebra k[G]
together with a morphism of Hopf algebras σ = (σ˜)∗ : σ(k[G])→ k[G]. By the remark from the beginning
of the proof, the statement that σ is a morphism of Hopf algebras corresponds to the statement that
k[G] is a k-σ-Hopf algebra. Thus the category of algebraic σ-groups is anti–equivalent to the category of
k-σ-Hopf algebras, which are finitely generated over k. Now the claim follows from Proposition 2.3 and
Proposition 6.7.
7 Quotients
The first goal in this section is to establish the existence of the quotient G/N , where N is a normal
σ-closed subgroup of a σ-algebraic group G. We do not address the (highly non–trivial) question of the
existence of the quotient G/H whereH is an arbitrary σ-closed subgroup. As for (affine) algebraic groups,
the quotient G/H will in general not be affine (but rather quasi–projective). For algebraic groups, the
analog of Theorem 5.4 is a crucial ingredient for constructing the quotient as a quasi–projective variety.
Therefore Theorem 5.4 already gives some indication that “G/H is a quasi–projective σ-variety”. But
to even make sense of this statement, one would need to introduce a substantially heavier foundation of
difference algebraic geometry than we have done in Section 1, where we only deal with the affine setting.
We also show how to compute σ- dim(G/N), ord(G/N) and ld(G/N) from the corresponding values
for G and N .
Let G be a σ-algebraic. A σ-closed subgroup N ≤ G is called normal if N(R) is a normal subgroup
of G(R) for any k-σ-algebra R. We write N EG to express that N is a normal σ-closed subgroup of G.
If φ : G→ H is a morphism of σ-algebraic groups, we define the kernel of φ
ker(φ)
to be the subfunctor of G given by R  ker(φR)). Then ker(φ) is a normal σ-closed subgroup of G.
Indeed ker(φ) = φ−1(1), where 1 ≤ H is the trivial σ-closed subgroup of H defined by the kernel mk{H}
of the counit k{H} → k.
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Definition 7.1. Let G be a σ-algebraic group and N E G a normal σ-closed subgroup. A morphism of
σ-algebraic groups π : G → G/N such that N ⊂ ker(π) is called a quotient of G mod N if it universal
among such maps, i.e., for every morphism of σ-algebraic groups φ : G→ H with N ⊂ ker(φ) there exists
a unique morphism of σ-algebraic groups φ′ : G/N → H such that
G
π //
φ ❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ G/N
φ′}}
H
commutes.
Of course, if a quotient of G mod N exists, it is unique up to a unique isomorphism. We will therefore
usually speak of the quotient of G mod N .
For affine group schemes over a field (not necessarily of finite type), the fundamental theorem on
quotients can be formulated in a purely Hopf algebraic manner ([Tak72]). Recall that a Hopf ideal a in
a Hopf algebra A over k is called normal if, using Sweedler notation,∑
f(1)S(f(3))⊗ f(2) ∈ A⊗k a
for any f ∈ a, where S is the antipode of A. Normal Hopf ideals in A correspond to normal closed
subgroup schemes ([Tak72, Lemma 5.1]). Similarly, if G is a σ-algebraic group, then normal σ-Hopf
ideals in k{G} correspond to normal σ-closed subgroups of G (Cf. Lemma 2.4.). For a Hopf algebra A
over k let us the denote the kernel of the counit ε : A→ k by mA.
Theorem 7.2 (M. Takeuchi). Let A be a Hopf algebra over k and a ⊂ A a Hopf ideal. Then A(a) =
{f ∈ A| ∆(f) − f ⊗ 1 ∈ A ⊗k a} is a Hopf subalgebra of A with (mA(a)) = a. Indeed A(a) is the unique
Hopf subalgebra with this property and the largest Hopf subalgebra with the property that (mA(a)) ⊂ a.
Proof. By [Tak72, Lemma 4.4] A(a) is a Hopf subalgebra. By [Tak72, Lemma 4.7] it is the largest Hopf
subalgebra with (mA(a)) ⊂ a. Finally, by [Tak72, Theorem 4.3] it is the unique Hopf subalgebra with
(mA(a)) = a.
The existence of the quotient of G mod N can be reduced to Theorem 7.2. A similar approach was
taken in [DVHW14, Section A.9]. While the result in [DVHW14] is formulated in a slightly more general
setup (there the k-σ-Hopf algebras need not be finitely σ-generated over k) the result we prove here is
stronger. Indeed, with the aid of the second finiteness theorem (Theorem 4.5) we show that G/N is
σ-algebraic, i.e., k{G/N} is finitely σ-generated over k. This question remained open in [DVHW14].
Theorem 7.3. Let G be a σ-algebraic group and N E G a σ-closed subgroup. Then the quotient of G
mod N exists. Moreover, a morphism of σ-algebraic groups π : G→ G/N is the quotient of G mod N if
and only if ker(π) = N and π∗ : k{G/N} → k{G} is injective.
Proof. By Theorem 7.2
k{G}(I(N)) = {f ∈ k{G}| ∆(f)− f ⊗ 1 ∈ k{G} ⊗k I(N)}
is a Hopf subalgebra of k{G}. Clearly it is also a k-σ-Hopf subalgebra. From Theorem 4.5 we know that
k{G}(I(N)) is finitely σ-generated over k. So we can define G/N as the σ-algebraic group represented
by k{G}(I(N)), i.e., k{G/N} = k{G}(I(N)). Let π : G → G/N be the morphism of σ-algebraic groups
corresponding to the inclusion k{G/N} ⊂ k{G} of k-σ-Hopf algebras.
Let φ : G→ H be a morphism of σ-algebraic groups such thatN ⊂ ker(φ). As ker(φ) = V(φ∗(mk{H})),
the Hopf algebraic meaning ofN ⊂ ker(φ) is φ∗(mk{H}) ⊂ I(N). To show that π has the required universal
property, it suffices to show that φ∗(k{H}) ⊂ k{G/N}. We know from Theorem 7.2 that k{G/N} is the
largest Hopf subalgebra of k{G} such that mk{G/N} ⊂ I(N). As mφ∗(k{H}) = φ∗(mk{H}) ⊂ I(N) we find
φ∗(k{H}) ⊂ k{G/N}.
Clearly π∗ is injective. Moreover, ker(π) = V(π∗(mk{G/N})) = V(I(N)) = N by Theorem 7.2.
If π : G→ G/N is a morphism of σ-algebraic groups such that N = ker(π) and π∗ : k{G/N} → k{G}
is injective, then π∗(k{G/N}) is a Hopf subalgebra of k{G} such that (mπ∗(k{G/N})) = I(N). Therefore
π∗(k{G/N}) = k{G}(I(N)) by Theorem 7.2.
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Corollary 7.4. Let φ : G → H be a morphism of σ-algebraic groups. Then the induced morphism
G/ ker(φ)→ H is a σ-closed embedding.
Proof. The Hopf subalgebra φ∗(k{H}) ⊂ k{G} satisfies (mφ∗(k{H})) = (φ∗(mk{H})) = I(ker(φ)). There-
fore φ∗(k{H}) = k{G}(I(ker(f))) = k{G/ ker(φ)} by Theorem 7.2. So k{H} → k{G/ ker(φ)} is surjective
and G/ ker(φ)→ H is a σ-closed embedding by Lemma 1.6.
Let ψ : R → S be a morphism of k-σ-algebras. We say that ψ is faithfully flat if the underlying
morphism ψ♯ : R♯ → S♯ of k-algebras is faithfully flat. In this case, we also say that S is a faithfully flat
R-σ-algebra.
Let R be a k-σ-algebra and π : G→ G/N a quotient. As for algebraic groups, the map πR : G(R)→
(G/N)(R) need not be surjective in general. (See Example 8.7.) This, at least initially, makes it difficult
to transfer constructions familiar from the theory of abstract groups which refer to group elements to
σ-algebraic groups. The following lemma is a very useful substitute for the missing surjectivity of πR.
See Section 11, in particular Theorem 11.12 on how this lemma is used.
Lemma 7.5. Let G be a σ-algebraic group and N EG a σ-closed subgroup. Let R be a k-σ-algebra and
g ∈ (G/N)(R). Then there exists a faithfully flat morphism R → S of k-σ-algebras and g ∈ G(S) such
that G(S)→ (G/N)(S) maps g to the image of g in (G/N)(S).
Proof. We may use g ∈ (G/N)(R) = Hom(k{G/N}, R) to form S = k{G} ⊗k{G/N} R. Since k{G} is
faithfully flat over k{G/N} (See [Wat79, Chapter 14].) it follows that R→ S, r 7→ 1⊗ r is faithfully flat
([Wat79, Section 13.3, p. 105]). Let g : k{G} → S, f 7→ f ⊗ 1. Then the maps k{G/N} g−→ R → S and
k{G/N} → k{G} g−→ S are equal. So g ∈ G(S) has the required property.
Now that we have established the existence of the quotient G/N we can start to study its properties.
To see how the numerical invariants σ-dimension, order and limit degree behave with respect to quotients,
we first need to understand how quotients intertwine with Zariski closures.
Lemma 7.6. Let G be an algebraic group and N ≤ G ≤ G be σ-closed subgroups. For i ≥ 0 let G[i] and
N [i] denote the i-th order Zariski closure of G and N in G respectively. Then N is normal in G if and
only if N [i] is normal in G[i] for every i ≥ 0.
Proof. As k{G} = ∪i≥0k[G[i]] is the union of the Hopf subalgebras k[G[i]], we see that I(N) is a normal
Hopf ideal of k{G} if and only if I(N) ∩ k[G[i]] is a normal Hopf ideal of k[G[i]] for every i ≥ 0.
Proposition 7.7. Let G be an algebraic group and NEG ≤ G. For i ≥ 0 let G[i] and N [i] denote the i-th
order Zariski closure of G and N in G respectively. Then there exists an integer m ≥ 0 such that G/N is
a σ-closed subgroup of G[m]/N [m] and for i ≥ 0 the i-th order Zariski closure of G/N in G[m]/N [m] is
the quotient of G[i +m] mod N [i+m], i.e.,
(G/N)[i] = G[m+ i]/N [m+ i].
Proof. By Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 we have
k{G/N} = {f ∈ k{G}| ∆(f)− f ⊗ 1 ∈ k{G} ⊗k I(N)}
=
⋃
i≥0
{f ∈ k[G[i]]| ∆(f)− f ⊗ 1 ∈ k[G[i]]⊗k I(N [i])}
=
⋃
i≥0
k[G[i]/N [i]].
Moreover,
k[G[i]/N [i]] ⊂ k[G[i + 1]/N [i+ 1]] and σ(k[G[i]/N [i]]) ⊂ k[G[i+ 1]/N [i+ 1]].
By Corollary 4.2, there exists an integerm ≥ 0 such that I(N [j+1]) = (I(N [j]), σ(I(N [j))), i.e., N [j+1] =
(N [j]× σjG) ∩ (G × σ(N [j])) for j ≥ m. We claim that
k
[
k[G[m]/N [m]], . . . , σi(k[G[m]/N [m]])
]
= k[G[m+ i]/N [m+ i]] for i ≥ 0. (13)
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The inclusion “⊂” is obvious. To prove the inclusion “⊃” it suffices to show that
ψj : k[G[j]/N [j]]⊗k σ(k[G[j]/N [j]) −→ k[G[j + 1]/N [j + 1]], f1 ⊗ (λ⊗ f2) 7→ f1λσ(f2)
is surjective for j ≥ m. With πj+1 and σj+1 as in (4) the morphisms
G[j + 1]
πj+1−−−→ G[j]→ G[j]/N [j] and G[j + 1] σj+1−−−→ σ(G[j])→ σ(G[j]/N [j])
combine to a morphism
G[j + 1] −→ (G[j]/N [j])× σ(G[j]/N [j])
of algebraic groups with kernel (N [j]× σjG) ∩ (G × σ(N [j])) = N [j + 1]. Therefore
G[j + 1]/N [j + 1] −→ (G[j]/N [j]) × σ(G[j]/N [j])
is a closed embedding and so the dual map is surjective, but the dual map is precisely ψj . We have thus
proved (13). It follows from (13) that k{G[m]/N [m]} → k{G/N} is surjective, i.e., G/N is a σ-closed
subgroup of G[m]/N [m]. As the ring to the left hand side of (13) is the coordinate ring of the i-th order
Zariski closure of G/N in G[m]/N [m], we obtain the required equality of the Zariski closures.
The following example shows that in general one can not take m = 0 in Proposition 7.7.
Example 7.8. Let G = G = Ga and N EG the σ-closed subgroup given by N(R) = {g ∈ R| σ(g) = 0}
for any k-σ-algebra R. Then N [0] = G[0] = Ga and G[0]/N [0] is the trivial group. Therefore G/N can
not be a σ-closed subgroup of G[0]/N [0].
Corollary 7.9. Let G be a σ-algebraic group and N EG a normal σ-closed subgroup. Then
σ- dim(G) = σ- dim(N) + σ- dim(G/N) (14)
and
ord(G) = ord(N) + ord(G/N). (15)
Proof. We may assume that G is a σ-closed subgroup of some algebraic group G (Theorem 2.13). For
i ≥ 0 let G[i] and N [i] denote the i-th order Zariski closure of G and N in G respectively. By Theorem 3.5
there exist eG, eN ≥ 0 such that dim(G[i]) = σ- dim(G)(i+1)+eG and dim(N [i]) = σ- dim(N)(i+1)+eN
for i ≫ 0. Let m ≥ 0 be as in Proposition 7.7 and for i ≥ 0 let (G/N)[i] denote the i-th order Zariski
closure of G/N in G[m]/N [m]. By Theorem 3.5 there exist eG/N ≥ 0 such that dim((G/N)[i]) =
σ- dim(G/N)(i + 1) + eG/N . For i≫ 0
σ- dim(G/N)(i + 1) + eG/N = dim((G/N)[i]) = dim(G[m+ i]/N [m+ i]) =
= dim(G[m+ i])− dim(N [m+ i]) =
= σ- dim(G)(m+ i + 1) + eG − σ- dim(N)(m+ i+ 1)− eN =
= (σ- dim(G) − σ- dim(N))(i + 1) + (σ- dim(G)− σ- dim(N))m+ eG − eN .
This proves (14). As ord(G) < ∞ if and only if σ- dim(G) = 0, it follows from (14) that (15) is
valid if σ- dim(G) > 0. We can therefore assume that σ- dim(G) = 0, and consequently σ- dim(N) =
σ- dim(G/N) = 0 as well. But then ord(G/N) = eG/N = eG − eN = ord(G)− ord(N).
Next we will show how to compute ld(G/N) from ld(N) and ld(G). For clarity of the exposition, we
single out a simple lemma on algebraic groups.
Lemma 7.10. Let N1 E G1 and N2 E G2 be algebraic groups and φ : G2 ։ G1 a surjective morphism
of algebraic groups with kernel G. Assume that the restriction of φ to N2 has kernel N and maps N2
surjectively onto N1. Then the kernel of the induced map G2/N2 → G1/N1 is isomorphic to G/N .
Proof. Since φ is surjective we may identifyG1 withG2/G. Note that the (Noether) isomorphism theorems
also hold for algebraic groups. (See e.g., [Mil12, Chapter IX]). We have N1 = N2/N = N2/G ∩ N2 =
N2G/G and so G1/N1 = (G2/G)/(N2G/G) = G2/N2G. This shows that the kernel of G2/N2 → G1/N1 =
G2/N2G equals N2G/N2 = G/N2 ∩ G = G/N .
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Corollary 7.11. Let G be a σ-algebraic group and N EG a normal σ-closed subgroup. Then
ld(G) = ld(G/N) · ld(N).
Proof. By Remark 6.3 and Corollary 7.9 the claim is valid if σ- dim(G) > 0. So we may assume that
σ- dim(G) = 0 and therefore ld(G), ld(G/N) and ld(N) are all finite. Let m ≥ 0 be as in Proposition
7.7. For i ≥ 1 we have commutative diagrams
(G/N)[i]
πi // //
≃

(G/N)[i− 1]
≃

G[m+ i]/N [m+ i]
φi // // G[m+ i− 1]/N [m+ i− 1]
where φi is induced from the projection G[m+i]։ G[m+i−1]. For i≫ 0 we have ld(G/N) = | ker(πi)| =
| ker(φi)|. Let Gm+i and Nm+i be the kernel of G[m + i] ։ G[m+ i − 1] and N [m+ i] ։ N [m+ i − 1]
respectively. It follows from Lemma 7.10 that ker(φi) = Gm+i/Nm+i. Therefore
ld(G/N) = |Gm+i/Nm+i| = |Gm+i|/|Nm+i| = ld(G)/ld(N).
8 Morphisms
In this section we characterize the analogs of injective and surjective morphisms in the category of groups.
Analogous results for algebraic groups are in [Mil12, Chapter VII].
Theorem 8.1. Let φ : G→ H be a morphism of σ-algebraic groups. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) The kernel of φ is trivial.
(ii) The map φR : G(R)→ H(R) is injective for every k-σ-algebra R.
(iii) The morphism φ : G→ H is a σ-closed embedding.
(iv) The dual map φ∗ : k{H} → k{G} is surjective.
(v) The morphism φ : G→ H is a monomorphism in the category of σ-algebraic groups, i.e., for every
pair φ1, φ2 : H
′ → G of morphisms of σ-algebraic groups with φφ1 = φφ2 we have φ1 = φ2.
Proof. Clearly (i)⇔(ii), (iii)⇒(ii) and (ii)⇒(v). Moreover, (iii) and (iv) are equivalent by Lemma 1.6.
So it suffices to show that (v) implies (iv). Define H ′ = G×H G by
(G×H G)(R) = {(g1, g2) ∈ G(R)×G(R)| φ(g1) = φ(g2)}
for any k-σ-algebra R. This is a σ-closed subgroup of G × G. Indeed, G ×H G is represented by
k{G}⊗k{H}k{G}. Let φ1 and φ2 denote the projections onto the first and second coordinate respectively.
We have φφ1 = φφ2 and so by (iv) we must have φ1 = φ2. This implies that the maps f 7→ f ⊗ 1 and
f 7→ 1 ⊗ f from k{G} → k{G} ⊗k{H} k{G} are equal. As φ∗(k{H}) is a Hopf subalgebra of k{G} we
know that k{G} is faithfully flat over φ∗(k{H}) ([Wat79, Chapter 14]). Therefore f ⊗ 1 = 1 ⊗ f in
k{G}⊗k{H} k{G} = k{G}⊗φ∗(k{H}) k{G} if and only if f ∈ φ∗(k{H}) by [Wat79, Section 13.1, p. 104].
Summarily, we find that φ∗ : k{H} → k{G} is surjective.
Definition 8.2. A morphism of σ-algebraic groups satisfying the equivalent properties of Theorem 8.1 is
called injective.
Example 8.3. The morphism φ : Gm → Gm given by φR(g) = σ(g) for any k-σ-algebra R and g ∈ R×
is not injective. Even though φR is injective for every σ-field extension R of k.
Recall that in Lemma 1.5 we defined φ(X) for a morphism φ : X → Y of σ-varieties.
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Lemma 8.4. Let φ : G → H be a morphism of σ-algebraic groups and G1 a σ-closed subgroup of G.
Then φ(G1) is a σ-closed subgroup of H.
Proof. We may assume that G1 = G. It follows from the proof of Lemma 1.5 that φ(G) = V(a), where a
is the kernel of φ∗ : k{H} → k{G}. Since φ∗ is a morphism of k-σ-Hopf algebras, a is a σ-Hopf ideal. So
φ(G) is a σ-closed subgroup of H .
Theorem 8.5. Let φ : G → H be a morphism of σ-algebraic groups. The following statements are
equivalent:
(i) φ(G) = H.
(ii) The morphism φ is a quotient, i.e., there exists a normal σ-closed subgroup N of G such φ is the
quotient of G mod N .
(iii) The dual map φ∗ : k{H} → k{G} is injective.
(iv) For every k-σ-algebra R and every h ∈ H(R), there exists a faithfully flat R-σ-algebra S and
g ∈ G(S) such that the image of h in H(S) equals φ(g).
Proof. We know from Lemma 1.5 that φ(G) is the σ-closed σ-subvariety of H defined by ker(φ∗).
Therefore (i) and (iii) are equivalent. It is clear from Theorem 7.3 that (iii) and (ii) are equiva-
lent. Moreover (ii) implies (iv) by Lemma 7.5. It thus suffices to show that (iv) implies (iii). Take
R = k{H} and h = idk{H} ∈ H(R) = Hom(k{H}, k{H}). By (iv) there exists a faithfully flat morphism
ψ : k{H} → S of k-σ-algebras and an element g ∈ G(S) = Hom(k{G}, S) such that the image of h in
H(S) = Hom(k{H}, S) equals φ(g) = gφ∗. This means that ψ = gφ∗. As any faithfully flat morphism of
rings is injective, ψ is injective. Therefore φ∗ is injective as well.
Definition 8.6. A morphism of σ-algebraic groups satisfying the equivalent properties of Theorem 8.5 is
called surjective.
We write φ : G։ H to express that φ is surjective.
Example 8.7. The morphism φ : Gm → Gm given by φR(g) = σ(g) for any k-σ-algebra R and g ∈ R×
is surjective since the dual map φ∗ : k{y, y−1} → k{y, y−1}, y 7→ σ(y) is injective. Note that φR need
not be surjective.
Corollary 8.8. A morphism of σ-algebraic groups which is injective and surjective is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Theorems 8.1 and 8.5, an injective and surjective morphism of σ-algebraic groups induces a
surjective and injective morphism on the σ-coordinate rings.
Corollary 8.9. Every morphism of σ-algebraic groups factors uniquely as a surjective morphism followed
by an injective morphism.
Proof. Let φ : G→ H be a morphism of σ-algebraic groups. The uniqueness means that if G։ H1 →֒ H
and G։ H2 →֒ H are two factorizations of φ, then there exists an isomorphism H1 → H2 of σ-algebraic
groups making
G // // H1
≃


 // H
G // // H2

 // H
commutative. By Theorem 4.5 the k-σ-Hopf subalgebra φ∗(k{H}) of k{G} is finitely σ-generated over
k. So we can define H1 as the σ-algebraic group represented by φ
∗(k{H}). The claim of the corollary
follows immediately by dualizing.
Note that H1 has two interpretations, either as φ(G) or as G/ ker(φ). See Theorem 11.13.
As we will see in the sequel, point (iv) of Theorem 8.5 is very helpful to reduce certain questions
to computations with group elements. Let X be a σ-variety. If R → S is an injective morphism of
k-σ-algebras (e.g., S is a faithfully flat R-σ-algebra), then
X(R) = Hom(k{X}, R)→ Hom(k{X}, S) = X(S)
is injective. To simplify the notation, we will, in the sequel, often identify X(R) with its image in X(S).
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Lemma 8.10. Let Y be a σ-closed σ-subvariety of a σ-variety X and R → S an injective morphism of
k-σ-algebras (e.g., R→ S is faithfully flat). Then
Y (R) = X(R) ∩ Y (S),
where, using the above described identification, the intersection is understood to take place in X(S).
Proof. The inclusion “⊂” is obvious. To prove “⊃” it suffices to note that for a morphism k{X} → S
with factorizations k{X}։ k{Y } → S and k{X} → R →֒ S, one has an arrow k{Y } → R such that
k{Y }

!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
k{X}
;; ;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
S
R
.

==③③③③③③③③③
commutes.
Lemma 8.11. Let φ : G→ H be a morphism of σ-algebraic groups and G1 ≤ G a σ-closed subgroup. Let
R be a k-σ-algebra. Then φ(G1)(R) equals the set of all h ∈ H(R) such that there exists a faithfully flat
R-σ-algebra S and g1 ∈ G1(S) with φ(g1) = h.
Proof. The induced morphism G1 → φ(G1) is surjective. So it follows from Theorem 8.5 (iv) that for
h ∈ φ(G1)(R) there exists a faithfully flat R-σ-algebra S and g1 ∈ G1(S) with φ(g1) = h.
Conversely, if h = φ(g1), then h ∈ φ(G1(S)) ⊂ φ(G1)(S) and it follows from φ(G1)(S) ∩ H(R) =
φ(G1)(R) (Lemma 8.10) that h ∈ φ(G1)(R).
Lemma 8.12. Let φ : G→ H be a surjective morphism of σ-algebraic groups. If N is a normal σ-closed
subgroup of G, then φ(N) is a normal σ-closed subgroup of H.
Proof. Let R be a k-σ-algebra, h ∈ φ(N)(R) and h1 ∈ H(R). We have to show that h1hh−11 ∈ φ(N)(R).
By Theorem 8.5, there exists a faithfully flat R-σ-algebra S and g ∈ N(S) with φ(g) = h. Similarly, there
exists a faithfully flat R-σ-algebra S1 and g1 ∈ G(S1) with φ(g1) = h1. Then S′ = S⊗R S1 is a faithfully
flat R-σ-algebra ([Wat79, Section 13.3, p. 106]) and we can consider G(S) and G(S1) as subgroups of
G(S′). Since N(S′)EG(S′) we see that g1gg
−1
1 ∈ N(S′). Therefore φ(g1gg−11 ) = h1hh−11 ∈ φ(N(S′)) ⊂
φ(N)(S′). As φ(N)(S′) ∩H(R) = φ(N)(R) by Lemma 8.10, this shows that h1hh−11 ∈ φ(N)(R).
9 Components
In [Hru04, Section 4.6] E. Hrushovski raised the question whether or not it is possible to strengthen the
classical Ritt–Raudenbusch basis theorem ([Lev08, Theorem 2.5.11]). For clarity, let us state the question
as a conjecture:
Conjecture 1. Let k be a σ-field and R a finitely σ-generated k-σ-algebra. Then every ascending chain
of radical, mixed σ-ideals in R is finite.
Here a σ-ideal a is called mixed, if ab ∈ a implies aσ(b) ∈ a. E. Hrushovski proved Conjecture 1 under
certain additional assumptions on R. (See [Hru04, Lemma 4.35].) In [Lev] A. Levin showed that the
conjecture fails if the assumption that the σ-ideals are radical is dropped.
A prime σ-ideal p of a σ-ring R is called minimal if for every prime σ-ideal q of R with q ⊂ p we have
q = p. Using [Hru04, Lemma 4.34] one can show that Conjecture 1 is equivalent to the following:
Conjecture 2. Let k be a σ-field and R a finitely σ-generated k-σ-algebra. Then the set of minimal
prime σ-ideals of R is finite.
One of the main results of this section is a special case of the above conjecture:
Theorem 9.1. Conjecture 2 holds under the additional assumption that R can be equipped with the
structure of a k-σ-Hopf algebra.
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The proof of Theorem 9.1 is given at the end of this section. More generally, in this section we
study the components of a σ-algebraic group. The matter is complicated by the fact that, contrary
to the case of algebraic groups or differential algebraic groups, a σ-algebraic group may have infinitely
many components. However, as indicated in Theorem 9.1, a σ-algebraic group has only finitely many
“σ-components”.
To be able to speak meaningfully of topological notions, such as connected components, we first need
to clarify what is the topological space associated to a σ-algebraic group. By the underlying topological
space of a σ-algebraic groupG we mean the underlying topological space of the schemeG♯. In other words,
the underlying topological space of G is Spec(k{G}). The reader might wonder if not some difference
analog of Spec(−) would provide a more adequate notion. For example (cf. [Hru04]), one could consider
the space of all σ-prime σ-ideals of k{G} instead of the space of all prime ideals of k{G}. (Recall that a
prime σ-ideal p is called σ-prime if σ−1(p) = p.) However, there often are not “enough” σ-prime σ-ideals.
In general, a σ-ring need not contain a σ-prime σ-ideal. This pathology does not occur for σ-algebraic
groups, since the kernel m of the counit k{G} → k is a σ-prime σ-ideal. But it may happen that m is the
only σ-prime σ-ideal of k{G}, even if G is quite far from being the trivial group:
Example 9.2. For all σ-algebraic groups in the following list, the σ-ideal m is the only σ-prime σ-ideal
of k{G}. (Equivalently, G(K) = 1 for every σ-field extension K of k. Cf. Remark 10.3.)
• G(R) = {g ∈ GLn(R)| σ(gij) = δij} ≤ GLn(R)
• G(R) = {g ∈ R| σn(g) = 0} ≤ Ga(R) for some n ≥ 1.
• G(R) = {g ∈ R| gn = 1, σ(g) = 1} ≤ Gm(R) for some n ≥ 1.
• G(R) = {g ∈ R| g3 = 1, σ(g) = g} ≤ Gm(R), where k contains two non–trivial third roots of unity
which are permuted by σ : k → k.
• G(R) = {g ∈ R×| gp = 1} ≤ Gm(R) where k has characteristic p > 0.
• G(R) = {g ∈ R×| gp = 1, σ2(g) = g3} ≤ Gm(R) where k has characteristic p > 0.
• Let G be a finite group and Σ: G→ G a group endomorphism with only one fixed point (for example,
Σ(g) = 1 for g ∈ G). Let G be the corresponding σ-algebraic group constructed in Example 2.12.
As usual, by an irreducible component of a topological space we mean a maximal irreducible subset.
By a connected component of a topological space we mean a maximal connected subset. An irreducible
(or connected) component is automatically closed. Every topological space is the disjoint union of its
connected components.
By a connected (or irreducible) component of a σ-algebraic group G we mean a connected (or irre-
ducible) component of the underlying topological space of G. If R is a ring and a ⊂ R, let us denote by
V(a) the closed subset of Spec(R) defined by a.
Lemma 9.3. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. The connected components and the irreducible components
of G coincide. Moreover, if p is a prime ideal of k{G}, then the connected component of G containing p
equals V(a), where a is the ideal of k{G} generated by all idempotent elements of k{G} contained in p.
Proof. Let us fix a σ-closed embedding G →֒ G of G into some algebraic group G and for i ≥ 0 let G[i]
denote the i-th order Zariski–closure of G in G. Let C ⊂ Spec(k{G}) denote a connected component of
G. Then C = V(a) for a unique ideal a of k{G} generated by idempotent elements. (See [Sta14, Tag
00EB].) For every i ≥ 0, the closure of the image of C under the projection G♯ → G[i] is connected and
equal to V(a ∩ k[G[i]]) ⊂ G[i]. So V(a ∩ k[G[i]]) ⊂ G[i] is contained in a connected component of G[i].
Assume that G[i] has ni connected components. Then
k[G[i]] = ei,1k[G[i]]⊕ · · · ⊕ ei,nik[G[i]]
for some primitive idempotent elements ei,1, . . . , ei,ni ∈ k[G[i]] and V(a ∩ k[G[i]]) ⊂ V(bi) where bi =
(ei,1, . . . ei,ji−1, ei,ji+1, . . . , ei,ni) ⊂ k[G[i]] for a unique ji ∈ {1, . . . , ni}. We have bi+1 ∩ k[G[i]] = bi for
i ≥ 0 and b := ∪i≥0bi is an ideal of k{G}. From V(a ∩ k[G[i]]) ⊂ V(bi) it follows that bi is contained in
the radical of a ∩ k[G[i]]. Since the ei,j ’s are idempotent this shows that bi ⊂ a. So b ⊂ a.
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Since k{G}/b may be interpreted as the directed union of the algebras k[G[i]]/bi ≃ ei,jik[G[i]] which
have a prime nilradical, it is clear that V(b) is irreducible (and a fortiori connected). As C = V(a) ⊂ V(b)
it follows from the maximality of C that V(a) = V(b). By the uniqueness of a we have a = b.
We have thus shown that every connected component of G is irreducible. So the connected and the
irreducible components of G coincide.
The claimed form of the connected component of a prime ideal of k{G} follows from the above
arguments.
Since the connected components and the irreducible components of a σ-algebraic group coincide, we
will speak simply of the components of a σ-algebraic group in the sequel. The components of a σ-algebraic
group G are in bijection with the minimal prime ideals of k{G}. The following simple example shows that
a σ-algebraic group can have infinitely many components and that the components need not be open.
Example 9.4. Let G ≤ Gm be the σ-algebraic group given by
G(R) = {g ∈ R×| g2 = 1} ≤ Gm(R)
for any k-σ-algebra R. We have
k{G} = k[y]/[y2 − 1] = k[y, σ(y), . . .]/(y2 − 1, σ(y)2 − 1, . . .).
Let us assume that the characteristic of k is not equal to 2. Then the prime ideals of k{G} are in
bijection with the set of all sequences (ai)i∈N such that ai ∈ {1,−1}. Every prime ideal of k{G} is its
own component. In particular, G has infinitely many components. The open subsets of Spec(k{G}) are
all infinite, thus the components are not open.
Allowing ourselves a little abuse of notation we denote the canonical map
Spec(k{G})→ Spec(k{G}), p 7→ σ−1(p)
also by σ.
Definition 9.5. A component C of a σ-algebraic group is called a σ-component if σ(C) ⊂ C.
Example 9.6. The σ-algebraic group from Example 9.4 has two σ-components, namely the prime ideals
corresponding to the sequences (1, 1, . . .) and (−1,−1, . . .).
Lemma 9.7. Let G be a σ-algebraic group and C ⊂ Spec(k{G}) a component of G. Let p ⊂ k{G} be the
prime ideal and a ⊂ k{G} the ideal generated by idempotent elements such that C = V(p) = V(a). Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The component C is a σ-component.
(ii) The ideal a is a σ-ideal.
(iii) The ideal p is a σ-ideal.
(iv) There exists a prime σ-ideal in C.
(v) There exists a σ-prime σ-ideal in C.
(vi) The set of all idempotent elements contained in a is stable under σ.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is straightforward. As p is the radical of a we see that (ii) implies
(iii). Clearly (iii) implies (iv). If q is a σ-ideal in C, then its reflexive closure q∗ = {f ∈ k{G}| ∃ n ≥ 0 :
σn(f) ∈ q} is a σ-prime σ-ideal in C (cf. [Lev08, p. 107] and Section 10 below). So (iv) implies (v).
Let us next show that (v) implies (vi). If q is a σ-prime σ-ideal in C, then by Lemma 9.3 we have
C = V(a′) where a′ ⊂ k{G} is the ideal generated by all idempotent elements contained in q. By [Sta14,
Tag 00EB] we must have a′ = a. Now let e ∈ a be an idempotent. We have to show that σ(e) ∈ a. But
e ∈ q (as q ∈ C = V(a)) and consequently σ(e) ∈ q is also idempotent. So σ(e) ∈ a′ = a.
Finally, the implication (vi)⇒(ii) follows from the simple fact that an ideal generated by a σ-stable
set is a σ-ideal.
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Corollary 9.8. Let k{G} be a k-σ-Hopf algebra which is finitely σ-generated over k. Then a minimal
prime σ-ideal of k{G} is a minimal prime ideal of k{G}.
Proof. Let q ⊂ k{G} be a minimal prime σ-ideal and let C ⊂ Spec(k{G}) be the component which
contains q. Then C = V(p) for a minimal prime ideal p of k{G}. Since q ∈ C it follows from Lemma 9.7
that p is a σ-ideal. Therefore q = p by the minimality of q.
We will next introduce σ-e´tale σ-algebraic groups. The role of these groups in the theory of σ-algebraic
groups is in a certain sense analogous to the role of e´tale algebraic groups in the theory of algebraic groups.
We plan to study σ-e´tale σ-algebraic groups in more detail in a future paper. In particular, these groups
are expected to satisfy a certain decomposition theorem. Here we will only use them to define the group
of components and the identity component of a σ-algebraic group.
Definition 9.9. A finitely σ-generated k-σ-algebra R is called σ-e´tale (over k) if R is integral over k
and a separable k-algebra.
Thus a finitely σ-generated k-σ-algebra R is σ-e´tale if and only if for every r ∈ R there exists a
separable polynomial f over k with f(r) = 0. Similar notions of e´taleness in difference algebra occur in
[Tom14] and [Tom] in a slightly different setting.
Definition 9.10. A σ-algebraic group G is called σ-e´tale if k{G} is σ-e´tale over k.
Theorem 9.11. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. There exists a σ-e´tale σ-algebraic group π0(G) and a
morphism G → π0(G) of σ-algebraic groups satisfying the following universal property: If G → H is a
morphism of σ-algebraic groups with H σ-e´tale, then there exists a unique morphism π0(G) → H such
that
G //
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ π0(G)
||
H
commutes.
Proof. Let R ⊂ k{G} denote the set of all elements r ∈ k{G} which annul a separable polynomial over
k. (So R is the union of all e´tale subalgebras of k{G}.) Then R is a k-subalgebra of k{G}. Indeed, R is
a Hopf subalgebra of k{G}. (Cf. Section 6.7 in [Wat79].)
Let r ∈ R and f be a separable polynomial over k with f(r) = 0. Let σf denote the polynomial
obtained from f by applying σ to the coefficients. Then σf is separable and σf(σ(r)) = 0. This shows
that R is a k-σ-Hopf subalgebra of k{G}. Let π0(G) denote the σ-e´tale σ-algebraic group corresponding
to R and G→ π0(G) the morphism corresponding to the inclusion R ⊂ k{G}.
If G → H is a morphism of σ-algebraic groups with H σ-e´tale, then the image of the dual map
k{H} → k{G} consists of elements that annul a separable polynomial. Thus the image lies in R and
k{H} → k{G} factors uniquely through R →֒ k{G}.
Of course π0(G) is unique up to unique isomorphisms. It is clear from the above proof that G→ π0(G)
is surjective.
Definition 9.12. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. The σ-e´tale σ-algebraic group π0(G) defined by the
universal property from Theorem 9.11 is called the group of components of G. The kernel Go of G ։
π0(G) is called the identity component of G.
So G/Go = π0(G).
Lemma 9.13. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. There is a one–to–one correspondence between the compo-
nents of G and the components of π0(G). Under this bijection σ-components correspond to σ-components.
Moreover, every component of π0(G) consists of a single point.
Proof. Every prime ideal of k{π0(G)} is maximal and hence also minimal. This shows that the compo-
nents of π0(G) are points. We identify k{π0(G)} with its image in k{G}. We claim that p 7→ p∩k{π0(G)}
is a bijection between the minimal prime ideals of k{G} and the (minimal) prime ideals of k{G}. Every
(minimal) prime ideal of k{π0(G)} is of the form p ∩ k{π0(G)} for some minimal prime ideal of k{G}
([Bou72, Proposition 16, Chapter II, §2.6]). On the other hand, if p is a minimal prime ideal of k{G},
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then p =
√
a for some ideal a of k{G} generated by idempotent elements. Since all idempotent elements
of k{G} lie in k{π0(G)}, we see that (a ∩ k{π0(G)}) = a. Therefore
√
(p ∩ k{π0(G)}) = p.
If p is a σ-ideal, then p ∩ k{π0(G)} is a σ-ideal. Conversely, if p′ ⊂ k{π0(G)} is a σ-ideal, then√
(p′) ⊂ k{G} is a σ-ideal.
Proposition 9.14. The following four conditions on a σ-algebraic group G are equivalent:
(i) Go = G.
(ii) π0(G) = 1.
(iii) The topological space of G is connected.
(iv) The nilradical of k{G} is a prime ideal.
Proof. Clearly, (i)⇔(ii). We have (ii)⇔(iii) by Lemma 9.13. Since the connected components are irre-
ducible (Lemma 9.3), it follows from (iii) that k{G} has a unique minimal prime ideal, which must then
equal the nilradical. Thus (iii)⇒(iv). On the other hand (iv) means that the topological space of G is
irreducible. So (iv)⇒(iii).
Definition 9.15. A σ-algebraic group satisfying the equivalent conditions of Proposition 9.14 is called
connected.
Note that the identity component Go of a σ-algebraic group G is, strictly speaking, not a component.
It carries more structure than a mere component, in particular it has the structure of a σ-variety. However,
as illustrated in the prof of the following lemma, the topological space of Go can be identified with the
component of G which contains the identity mk{G}, i.e., the kernel of the counit k{G} → k.
Lemma 9.16. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. Then Go is connected.
Proof. Every ideal of k{π0(G)} is generated by idempotent elements. It follows that mk{π0(G)} = mk{G}∩
k{π0(G)} is generated by all idempotent elements contained in mk{G}. Therefore, I(Go) is the ideal of
k{G} generated by all idempotent elements of k{G} contained in mk{G}. It follows from Lemma 9.3,
that V(I(Go)) ⊂ Spec(k{G}) is connected. As V(I(Go)) and Spec(k{Go}) = Spec(k{G}/I(Go)) are
homeomorphic, this implies that Go is connected.
Lemma 9.17. Let G be a σ-closed subgroup of an algebraic group G and for i ≥ 0 let G[i] and Go[i]
denote the i-th order Zariski closure of G and Go in G respectively. Then
Go[i] = G[i]o.
In particular, G is connected if and only if all its Zariski closures are connected.
Proof. Both groups are defined by the ideal of k[G[i]] ⊂ k{G} which is generated by all idempotent
elements of k[G[i]] contained in the kernel of the counit k[G[i]]→ k.
Corollary 9.18. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. Then σ- dim(Go) = σ- dim(G) and ord(Go) = ord(G).
Proof. Let G be a σ-algebraic group containing G as a σ-closed subgroup. Then for i ≥ 0 we have
dim(G[i]) = dim(G[i]o) = dim(Go[i]) by Lemma 9.17. Thus the claim follows from Theorem 3.5.
The limit degree of G and Go are in general distinct. Indeed ld(G) = ld(π0(G))ld(G
o) by Corollary
7.11. We will next show that a σ-algebraic group has only finitely man σ-components.
Lemma 9.19. Let R be a finitely σ-generated k-σ-algebra. If R is σ-e´tale, then R has only finitely many
prime σ-ideals.
Proof. Since R is σ-e´tale, every prime ideal of R is maximal and hence also minimal. If p is a prime σ-ideal
of R, then p ⊂ σ−1(p) and therefore p = σ−1(p). So every prime σ-ideal of R is σ-prime. It follows from
the Ritt–Raudenbush basis theorem (cf. Theorems 2.5.11 and 2.5.7 in [Lev08]) that a finitely σ-generated
k-σ-algebra has only finitely many minimal σ-prime ideals. Since every prime σ-ideal of R is a minimal
σ-prime ideal of R, this implies that R has only finitely many prime σ-ideals.
Theorem 9.20. A σ-algebraic group has only finitely many σ-components.
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Proof. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. By Lemma 9.13, the σ-components of G are in bijection with
the σ-components of π0(G) and by Lemma 9.19 the σ-algebraic group π0(G) has only finitely many
σ-components.
Proof of Theorem 9.1. By assumption R = k{G} for a σ-algebraic group G. By Corollary 9.8 the set of
minimal prime σ-ideals of k{G} equals the set of minimal prime ideals of k{G} which are σ-ideals. The
latter set is finite by Theorem 9.20.
10 Subgroups defined by ideal closures
If G is an algebraic group over a perfect field, then Gred, the associated reduced scheme, is a closed
subgroup of G. In difference algebra, there are several closure operations one can define on difference
ideals which are in some way similar to taking the radical of an ideal. Therefore we obtain several σ-closed
subgroups of a σ-algebraic group which are in some way analogous to Gred. Let us introduce now this
closure operations on σ-ideals. (Cf. [Lev08, Section 2.3].)
Definition 10.1. Let R be a σ-ring and a ⊂ R a σ-ideal. Then a is called
• reflexive if σ−1(a) = a, i.e., σ(f) ∈ a implies f ∈ a.
• mixed if fg ∈ a implies fσ(g) ∈ a.
• perfect if σα1(f) · · ·σαn(f) ∈ a implies f ∈ a for α1, . . . , αn ≥ 0
A σ-ring whose zero ideal is reflexive / mixed / perfect is called σ-reduced / well–mixed / perfectly
σ-reduced. Note that a σ-ring which is an integral domain is well–mixed. If it is additionally σ-reduced,
i.e., a σ-domain, it is perfectly σ-reduced.
Let a be a σ-ideal of a σ-ring R. Since the intersection of reflexive / radical mixed / perfect σ-ideals
is a reflexive / radical mixed / perfect σ-ideal there exists a smallest reflexive / radical mixed / perfect
σ-ideal of R containing a. It is called the reflexive closure a∗/ the radical mixed closure {a}wm/ the
perfect closure {a} of a.
Let X be a σ-variety. We say that X is reduced / σ-reduced / reduced well–mixed / perfectly
σ-reduced if k{X} has this property. There exists a unique largest σ-closed σ-subvariety
Xred / Xσ- red / Xwm / Xper
of X which is reduced / σ-reduced / reduced well–mixed / perfectly σ-reduced. Its defining ideal is the
radical / reflexive closure / radical mixed closure / perfect closure of the zero ideal of k{X}.
A perfect σ-ideal is reduced, mixed and reflexive. Therefore we have the following diagram of inclusions
of σ-closed σ-subvarieties of X .
X
Xred
✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
Xσ- red
■■■■■■■■■
Xwm
Xper
❋❋❋❋❋❋❋❋❋
✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟
The importance of perfectly σ-reduced σ-varieties stems from the fact that they correspond to the
classical difference varieties as studied in [Coh65] and [Lev08], where one is only looking for solutions in
σ-field extensions of k. Mixed σ-ideals play a crucial role in the theory of difference schemes as developed
by E. Hrushovski in [Hru04]. Note that for an arbitrary non–empty σ-variety Xper and Xwm might be
empty. Take for example k{X} = k × k with σ((a, b)) = (σ(b), σ(a)). This pathology does not occur for
σ-algebraic groups since the kernel of the counit ε : k{G} → k is a σ-prime ideal.
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Example 10.2. Let k be a σ-field, G a finite group and Σ: G → G a group endomorphism. Let G be
the σ-algebraic group from Example 2.12. Then G is σ-reduced if and only if Σ is an automorphism.
Moreover, G is reduced well–mixed if and only if it is perfectly σ-reduced if and only if Σ is the identity
map.
Remark 10.3. For a σ-algebraic group G the following statements are equivalent:
(i) G(K) = 1 for every σ-field extension K of k.
(ii) Gper = 1.
(iii) The kernel of the counit k{G} → k is the only σ-prime ideal of k{G}.
Proof. This follows from the fact that a perfect difference ideal is the intersection of σ-prime ideals
([Coh65, Chapter 3, p. 88]).
Remark 10.4. If G is a σ-algebraic group such that k{G} is well–mixed, then G has only finitely many
components and they are all σ-components. If G is a σ-algebraic group such that Gwm is a σ-closed
subgroup of G (e.g., k is algebraically closed, see Corollary 10.8), then the σ-components of G are in
bijection with the components of Gwm.
Proof. By [Hru04, Lemma 2.10] a radical mixed σ-ideal is the intersection of prime σ-ideals. If k{G}
is well–mixed, the nilradical of k{G} is mixed and therefore it is the intersection of the minimal prime
σ-ideals. Since there are only finitely many minimal prime σ-ideals in k{G} (Theorem 9.1) we see that
there are only finitely many minimal prime ideals in k{G} and all of them are σ-ideals.
Assume that G is a σ-algebraic group such that Gwm is a σ-closed subgroup of G. The set of minimal
prime ideals of k{G} which are σ-ideals equals the set of minimal prime σ-ideals of k{G} (Corollary 9.8)
and the latter it the set of all prime ideals of k{G} which are minimal above {0}wm.
If ψ : R→ S is a morphism of σ-rings, it is easy to check that ψ−1(a) is a radical / reflexive / radical
mixed / perfect σ-ideal if a has the corresponding property. This shows that ψ maps the radical / reflexive
closure / radical mixed closure / perfect closure of the zero ideal of R into the radical / reflexive closure /
radical mixed closure / perfect closure of the zero ideal of S. Therefore a morphism of σ-varieties X → Y
induces a morphism
Xred → Yred / Xσ- red → Yσ- red / Xwm → Ywm / Xper → Yper.
For later use we record a lemma on perfectly σ-reduced σ-varieties.
Lemma 10.5. Let φ : X → Y be a morphism of σ-varieties and let Z ⊂ Y be a σ-closed σ-subvariety.
Assume that X is perfectly σ-reduced. If φK(X(K)) ⊂ Z(K) for every σ-field extension K of k, then
φ(X) ⊂ Z, i.e., φ factors through Z →֒ Y .
Proof. We have to show that I(Z) ⊂ k{Y } lies in the kernel of φ∗ : k{Y } → k{X}. So let f ∈ I(X). We
have to show that φ∗(f) = 0. Since the zero ideal of k{X} is perfect, it is the intersection of σ-prime
ideals ([Coh65, Chapter 3, p. 88]). Therefore, it suffices to show that φ∗(f) lies in every σ-prime ideal of
k{X}. Let p ⊂ k{X} be a σ-prime ideal, then the field of fractions K of k{X}/p naturally is a σ-field
and the canonical map x : k{X} → K is a morphism of k-σ-algebras. By assumption, φK(x) ∈ Z(K),
i.e., I(Z) lies in the kernel of x ◦ φ∗. So φ∗(f) ∈ p.
Lemma 10.6. Let R and S be k-σ-algebras.
(i) If k is perfect and R and S are reduced, then R⊗k S is reduced.
(ii) If k is inversive and R and S are σ-reduced, then R⊗k S is σ-reduced.
(iii) If k is algebraically closed and R and S are well–mixed and reduced, then R⊗k S is well–mixed and
reduced.
(iv) If k is inversive and algebraically closed and R and S are perfectly σ-reduced, then R⊗kS is perfectly
σ-reduced.
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Proof. Of course (i) is well–known. See e.g., [Bou90, Theorem 3, Chapter V, §15.5, A.V.125]. Note
that (i) is a special case of (ii) as we may take σ as the Frobenius endomorphism. For (ii), first note
that if (ri)i∈I is a k-basis of R, then (σ(ri))i∈I is k-linearly independent: If
∑
λiσ(ri) = 0 we can write
λi = σ(µi) as k is inversive and then 0 = σ(
∑
µiri) implies
∑
µiri = 0 as R is σ-reduced. So µi = 0 and
therefore λi = 0 as claimed. Now let f =
∑
ri ⊗ si ∈ R⊗k S with σ(f) = 0. Then
∑
σ(ri)⊗ σ(si) = 0.
But since (σ(ri))i∈I is k-linearly independent this implies σ(si) = 0 for all i ∈ I. As S is σ-reduced it
follows that f = 0.
For (iii), note that the zero ideal of a reduced well-mixed σ-ring is the intersection of prime σ-ideals
([Hru04, Lemma 2.10]). If p is a prime σ-ideal of R and q a prime σ-ideal of S, then p ⊗ S +R ⊗ q is a
prime σ-ideal of R⊗k S since
(R⊗k S)/(p⊗ S +R⊗ q) = R/p⊗k S/q
and the latter is an integral domain, as the tensor product of integral domains over an algebraically closed
field is again an integral domain ([Bou90, Corollary 3, Chapter V, §17.5, A.V.143]). We see that the zero
ideal of R⊗k S is the intersection of prime σ-ideals of the form p⊗ S + R ⊗ q. This shows that R ⊗k S
is well–mixed and reduced.
To prove (iv) we can proceed as in (iii) by noting that a σ-ideal is perfect if and only if it is the
intersection of σ-prime ideals and that the tensor product of σ-domains over an inversive algebraically
closed σ-field is again a σ-domain by (ii).
There are counterexamples which show that the conditions on the base σ-field in Lemma 10.6 can not
be relaxed. For example, take k = R with σ the identity map, R = C with the identity map and S = C
with σ complex conjugation. Then R and S are perfectly σ-reduced (hence well–mixed) but R ⊗k S is
not well-mixed (hence not perfectly σ-reduced).
If X and Y are σ-varieties, the canonical map (X × Y )per → Xper× Yper need not be an isomorphism
as Xper × Yper need not be perfectly σ-reduced.
Corollary 10.7. Let X and Y be σ-varieties.
(i) If k is perfect, then (X × Y )red ≃ Xred × Yred.
(ii) If k is inversive, then (X × Y )σ- red ≃ Xσ- red × Yσ- red.
(iii) If k is algebraically closed, then (X × Y )wm ≃ Xwm × Ywm.
(iv) If k is inversive and algebraically closed, then (X × Y )per ≃ Xper × Yper.
Proof. Exemplarily, let us proof (iv). In terms of k-σ-algebras, we have to show that the canonical map
k{X}/{0}⊗k k{Y }/{0} → (k{X} ⊗k k{Y })/{0}
is an isomorphism. As the left hand side is perfectly σ-reduced by Lemma 10.6, we see that {0} =
{0} ⊗ k{Y }+ k{X} ⊗ {0}.
Corollary 10.8. Let G be a σ-algebraic group.
(i) If k is perfect, then Gred is a σ-closed subgroup of G.
(ii) If k is inversive, then Gσ- red is a σ-closed subgroup of G.
(iii) If k is algebraically closed, then Gwm is a σ-closed subgroup of G.
(iv) If k is inversive and algebraically closed, then Gper is a σ-closed subgroup of G.
Proof. Again, let us restrict to (iv). The other cases are similar. The multiplication morphism G×G→ G
induces a morphism (G×G)per → Gper. But by Corollary 10.7, the σ-closed σ-subvariety (G×G)per of
G×G can be identified with Gper ×Gper ⊂ G×G. Therefore, the multiplication maps Gper ×Gper into
Gper. As the inversion G→ G, g 7→ g−1 also passes to Gper, we see that Gper is a subgroup of G.
Example 10.9. For all the σ-algebraic groups G in the list before Lemma 9.3 Gper is the trivial group.
The following example shows that Gσ- red need to be a subgroup if k is not inversive.
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Example 10.10. Let k be a σ-field of characteristic zero which is not inversive. So there exists λ ∈ k
with λ /∈ σ(k). Let G be the σ-closed subgroup of Ga given by
G(R) = {g ∈ R| σ2(g) + λσ(g) = 0}
for any k-σ-algebra R. We will show that G has no proper, non–trivial σ-closed subgroup. Suppose
that H is a proper, non–trivial σ-closed subgroup of G. By Corollary A.3 in [DVHW] every σ-closed
subgroup of Ga is of the form V(f), where f ∈ k{y} is the unique monic linear homogeneous difference
polynomial of minimal order in I(H) ⊂ k{Ga} = k{y}. As H is non–trivial and properly contained in G,
f must have order one, i.e., f = σ(y) + µy for some µ ∈ k. But then σ2(h) + σ(µ)σ(h) = 0 and therefore
(λ− σ(µ))h = 0 for all h ∈ H(R) for any k-σ-algebra R. Thus λ = σ(µ); a contradiction.
Now assume that λ2 ∈ σ(k). (For example, we can choose k = C(√x,√x+ 1, . . .) with action of σ
determined by σ(x) = x + 1 and λ =
√
x.) We have k{G} = k[y, σ(y)] and if we choose η ∈ k such that
σ(η) = λ2, then σ(y)2 − ηy2 lies in the reflexive closure of the zero ideal of k{G}. As y does not lie in
the reflexive closure of the zero ideal, Gσ- red is not the trivial group but properly contained in G. So, by
the above, Gσ- red can not be a subgroup.
The following example shows that the σ-closed subgroups constructed in Corollary 10.8 are in general
not normal.
Example 10.11. Let N be the σ-closed subgroup of Ga given by N(R) = {g ∈ R| σ(g) = 0} for any
k-σ-algebra R. The σ-algebraic group H = Gm acts on N by group automorphisms
H(R)×N(R)→ N(R), (h, n) 7→ hn.
So we can form the semidirect product G = N⋊H which is the σ-variety G×N with group multiplication
given by
(n1, h1) · (n2, h2) = (n1 + h1n2, h1h2).
Then k{G} = k{N} ⊗k k{H} = k[x]⊗k k{y, y−1} with σ(x) = 0. The reflexive closure of the zero ideal
of k{G} is the ideal of k{G} generated by x. Therefore Gσ- red = H ≤ G. For h ∈ H(R) and n ∈ N(R)
we have
(n, 1)(0, h)(n, 1)−1 = (n− hn, h)
which shows that Gσ- red is not normal in G.
In the following lemma we tacitly assume that k has the relevant properties as stated in Corollary
10.8, so that we are dealing with σ-closed subgroups.
Lemma 10.12. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. Then σ- dim(Gred), σ- dim(Gσ- red), σ- dim(Gwm) and
σ- dim(Gper) are all equal to σ- dim(G).
Proof. As the dimension of a finitely generated k-algebra remains invariant if we factor by the nilradical,
it follows easily that σ- dim(Gred) = σ- dim(G).
Since (Go)σ- red ≤ Gσ- red, (Go)wm ≤ Gwm and (Go)per ≤ Gper we may assume that G is connected
by Lemma 9.18. But then the nilradical of k{G} is a prime σ-ideal (Proposition 9.14) and therefore
Gwm = Gred and thus σ- dim(Gwm) = σ- dim(G) also in this case.
To prove σ- dim(Gper) = σ- dim(G) we may assume that G is reduced. Then the zero ideal of k{G} is
prime and therefore its reflexive closure ∪i≥1σ−i(0) is a σ-prime ideal. This shows that Gper = Gσ- red.
It thus suffices to show that σ- dim(Gσ- red) = σ- dim(G). Let G be an algebraic group containing G
as a σ-closed subgroup and for i ≥ 0 let G[i] and Gσ- red[i] denote the i-th order Zariski closure of G and
Gσ- red in G respectively. By Corollary 4.2 there exists m ≥ 0 such that
I(Gσ- red[i]) =
(
I(Gσ- red[i− 1]), σ(I(Gσ- red[i− 1]))
) ⊂ k[G[i]] ⊂ k{G}
for i > m. But I(Gσ- red) ⊂ k{G} is the reflexive closure of the zero ideal and so I(Gσ- red) = {f ∈
k{G}| ∃ n ≥ 1 : σn(f) = 0} (cf. [Lev08, p. 107]). This shows that there exist f1, . . . , fm in k{G} such
that I(Gσ- red[i]) = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ k[G[i]] for i≫ 0. Therefore dim(G[i])− dim(Gσ- red[i]) ≤ m for i≫ 0
and consequently σ- dim(G) = σ- dim(Gσ- red).
Note that the order of Gσ- red might be strictly smaller than the order of G. This for example is the
case for G ≤ Ga given by G(R) = {g ∈ R| σ(g) = 0} for any k-σ-algebra R.
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11 Group theory
Ultimately the goal of this section is to prove the analogs of the (Noether) isomorphism theorems for
groups. This task is complicated by the fact that for a normal σ-closed subgroup N of a σ-algebraic
group G, the quotient G/N is, at least initially, not easy accessible. As for algebraic groups, the functor
R G(R)/N(R) need not be representable, in particular, it is distinct from G/N .
If we could identify G with G(k), and (G/N)(k) with G(k)/N(k), where k is some “sufficiently large”
difference field, we could apply the isomorphism theorems directly. This approach is not possible for us
for several reasons. Firstly, we want to avoid restrictions on the base field. Secondly, the identification of
G with G(k) is only feasible for perfectly σ-reduced σ-algebraic groups. Thirdly, identifying G with G(k)
does introduce some blemishes. For example, the morphism of σ-algebraic groups φ : GLn → GLn, g 7→
σ(g) is such that φk : GLn(k) → GLn(k) has trivial kernel, but φ is not a σ-closed embedding. Indeed,
the kernel of φ is non–trivial.
For algebraic groups, the theory of sheaves (see [DG70, Chapter III]) provides an elegant and powerful
tool to deal with quotients. In the first part of this section we adapt the theory of sheaves to difference
algebra. The main result (Theorem 11.8) provides a canonical way to associate a sheaf to any functor
from k-σ-Alg to Sets. The relevance of Theorem 11.8 for quotients stems from the fact that the sheaf
associated to the functor R G(R)/N(R) equals G/N . In the second part we then show how this result
can be used to deduce the isomorphism theorems for difference algebraic groups from the isomorphism
theorems for (abstract) groups. While it may be possible to prove the isomorphism theorems for difference
algebraic groups without explicitly introducing sheaves, we expect that Theorem 11.8 will also be useful
in other situations, for example, when considering actions of difference algebraic groups on difference
varieties, where the existence of a quotient in the category of difference varieties is problematic.
11.1 Sheaves
Our proof of Theorem 11.8 follows the proof of Theorem 1.8, Chapter III, §1 [DG70] rather closely.
Let k be a σ-field. If (Ri)i∈I is a finite family of k-σ-algebras, then the product
∏
i∈I Ri is naturally
a k-σ-algebra by σ((ri)i∈I) = (σ(ri))i∈I . The projections
∏
i∈I Ri → Ri are morphisms of k-σ-algebras.
Recall that a morphism ψ : R→ S of k-σ-algebras is called faithfully flat if the corresponding morphism
ψ♯ : R♯ → S♯ of k-algebras is faithfully flat.
Definition 11.1. Let R be a k-σ-algebra. A finite family (Ri)i∈I of R-σ-algebras is called R-covering if
the canonical map R→∏i∈I Ri is faithfully flat.
Note that if (Ri)i∈I and (Sj)j∈J are two R-covering families, then (Ri⊗RSj)(i,j)∈I×J is an R-covering
family. If R → S is a morphism of k-σ-algebras and (Ri)i∈I is an R-covering family, then (Ri ⊗R S)i∈I
is an S-covering family.
Recall that a sequence of sets A
α //B
β1 //
β2
//C is called exact if α is the equalizer of β1 and β2, i.e.,
β1α = β2α and for b ∈ B with β1(b) = β2(b) there exists a unique a ∈ A with α(a) = b.
Definition 11.2. Let F be a functor from k-σ-Alg to Sets. Then F is called a sheaf, if for every
k-σ-algebra R and every R-covering family (Ri)i∈I the sequence
F (R)
α // ∏
i F (Ri)
β1 //
β2
//
∏
i,j F (Ri ⊗R Rj) (16)
is exact.
The maps in the above sequence are the obvious ones: The i-th component of α is induced from
R→ Ri. The (i, j)-component of β1 (respectively β2) is the projection onto F (Ri) (respectively F (Rj))
followed by the map induced from Ri → Ri⊗RRj , f 7→ f ⊗ 1 (respectively Rj → Ri⊗RRj , f 7→ 1⊗ f).
A morphism of sheaves is a morphism of functors.
Lemma 11.3. A functor F from k-σ-Alg to Sets is a sheaf if and only if
(i) for every finite family of k-σ-algebras (R)i∈I , the map F (
∏
i∈I Ri)→
∏
i∈I F (Ri) is bijective;
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(ii) for every faithfully flat morphism of k-σ-algebras R→ S the sequence
F (R)→ F (S)⇒ F (S ⊗R S)
is exact.
Proof. Let us first assume that F is a sheaf. If we take R as the zero ring and the R-covering family as
the empty family, then the exactness of (16) signifies that F (R) consists of one element.
Let (Ri)i∈I be a finite family of k-σ-algebras. If we set R =
∏
iRi and consider Ri as a R-σ-algebra
via the projection R → Ri, then the canonical map R →
∏
iRi is the identity and Ri ⊗R Rj = 0 for
i 6= j, whereas Ri ⊗R Rj = Ri for i = j. Thus the exactness of (16) in this case yields condition (i) since
β1 and β2 are reduced to the identity map. Clearly a sheaf satisfies condition (ii).
Conversely, assume that F satisfies (i) and (ii). Let (Ri)i∈I be an R-covering family. Taking S =
∏
Ri
and applying (i) to (ii) yields the exactness of (16).
Corollary 11.4. Every representable functor from k-σ-Alg to Sets is a sheaf. In particular, every σ-
variety and every σ-algebraic group is a sheaf.
Proof. Let A be a k-σ-algebra and F = Hom(A,−). Clearly,
Hom(A,
∏
iRi) ≃
∏
iHom(A,Ri),
for every finite family (Ri)i∈I of k-σ-algebras. So F satisfies condition (i) of Lemma 11.3.
To verify (ii), let R→ S be a faithfully flat morphism of k-σ-algebras. Then
R→ S ⇒ S ⊗R S
is exact. (See e.g. [Wat79, Section 13.1, p. 104].) Therefore
Hom(A,R)→ Hom(A,S)⇒ Hom(A,S ⊗R S)
is exact.
Thus the category of σ-varieties is a full subcategory of the category of sheaves.
Definition 11.5. A subfunctor D of a functor F : k-σ-Alg→ Sets is called fat if for every k-σ-algebra R
and every a ∈ F (R) there exists an R-covering family (Ri)i∈I such that the image of a in F (Ri) belongs
to D(Ri) for every i ∈ I.
Some of the constructions with σ-varieties explained in Section 1 carry over to arbitrary functors from
k-σ-Alg to Sets without difficulty: If φ : E → F is a morphism of functors and D ⊂ F a subfunctor, then
Im(φ) and φ−1(D) may be defined as in Section 1; similarly for the intersection of subfunctors.
Note that if φ : E → F is a morphism of functors and D ⊂ F is fat, then φ−1(D) ⊂ E is fat. As in
[DG70, p. 285] one veryfies: If D is a fat subfunctor of F and D1 is a fat subfunctor of D, then D1 is a
fat subfunctor of F . If D1 and D2 are fat subfunctors of E, then D1 ∩D2 is a fat subfunctor of E.
Let R be a k-σ-algebra. To simplify the notation we will write
Spσ(R)
for the functor Hom(R,−) : k-σ-Alg → Sets. If ψ : R → S is a morphism of k-σ-algebras, there is an
induced morphism of functors Spσ(ψ) : Spσ(S) → Spσ(R). Recall (See e.g. [EH00, Lemma VI-1 (a)].)
that for any functor F : k-σ-Alg→ Sets and any k-σ-algebra R there is a canonical bijection
F (R) ≃ Hom(Spσ(R), F )
Indeed, F and Hom(Spσ(−), F ) are isomorphic as functors. An element a ∈ F (R) gives rise to morphism
Spσ(R) → F as follows: For a k-σ-algebra S and ψ ∈ Hom(R,S) let Spσ(R)(S) → F (S) be defined by
sending ψ to F (ψ)(a). Conversely, from a morphism Spσ(R) → F we obtain an element in F (R) by
considering the image of the identity under Spσ(R)(R)→ F (R).
Lemma 11.6. Let R be a k-σ-algebra. Then a subfunctor D of Spσ(R) is fat if and only if there exists
an R-covering family (Ri)i∈I such that Im(Sp
σ(Ri)→ Spσ(R)) ⊂ D for all i ∈ I.
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Proof. If D ⊂ Spσ(R) is fat, we can apply Definition 11.5 to the element a = idR ∈ Hom(R,R) =
Spσ(R)(R) to find an R-covering family (Ri)i∈I such that the maps R→ Ri lie inD(Ri) ⊂ Spσ(R)(Ri) for
every i ∈ I. Let ψ : Ri → S be a morphism of k-σ-algebras. Since Spσ(R)(ψ) : Spσ(R)(Ri)→ Spσ(R)(S)
maps D(Ri) into D(S) we see that the composition R → Ri → S lies in D(S) ⊂ Spσ(R)(S). Therefore
the image of Spσ(Ri)(S)→ Spσ(R)(S) lies in D(S), i.e., Im(Spσ(Ri)→ Spσ(R)) ⊂ D.
Conversely, if (Ri)i∈I verifies the condition of the lemma and a : R → S is a morphism of k-σ-
algebras, then (Ri ⊗R S)i∈I is an S-covering family. By assumption, R → Ri → Ri ⊗R S lies in
D(Ri ⊗R S) ⊂ Spσ(R)(Ri ⊗R S). But R → Ri → Ri ⊗R S equals R → S → Ri ⊗R S. Therefore
Spσ(R)(S)→ Spσ(R)(Ri ⊗R S) maps a into D(Ri ⊗R S).
Proposition 11.7. For a functor F : k-σ-Alg→ Sets the following properties are equivalent:
(i) The functor F is a sheaf.
(ii) If D is a fat subfunctor of a functor E : k-σ-Alg → Sets and φ : D → F a morphism, then there
exists a unique extension of φ to E.
(iii) If R is a k-σ-algebra, D a fat subfunctor of Spσ(R) and φ : D → F a morphism, then there exists
a unique extension of φ to Spσ(R).
Proof. Let us start with (i)⇒(ii). Let R be a k-σ-algebra and a ∈ E(R). We have to construct φ(a) ∈
F (R). Since D is fat, there exists an R-covering family (Ri)i∈I such that the image ai of a in E(Ri)
belongs to D(Ri). Since a ∈ E(R) we see that (ai)i∈I ∈
∏
iD(Ri) ⊂
∏
i E(Ri) lies in the equalizer of the
top row of ∏
iD(Ri)
////

∏
i,j D(Ri ⊗R Rj)
∏
i F (Ri)
////
∏
i,j F (Ri ⊗R Rj).
Therefore (φ(ai))i∈I ∈
∏
i F (Ri) lies in the equalizer of the bottom row. Since F is a sheaf there exists
a unique b ∈ F (R) mapping to (φ(ai))i∈I . Set φ(a) = b. We have to show that this definition does
not depend on the choice of the R-covering family (Ri)i∈I . So let (Sj)j∈J be another R-covering family
such that the image of a ∈ E(R) lies in D(Sj) ⊂ E(Sj) for every j ∈ J . Then the R-covering family
(Ri ⊗R Sj)(i,j)∈I×J also has the property that the image of a in E(Ri ⊗R Sj) lies in D(Ri ⊗R Sj) for
(i, j) ∈ I × J . Performing the above construction of φ(a) with the R-covering family (Ri ⊗R Sj)(i,j)∈I×J
and considering the commutativity of ∏
iRi

R
99ttttttttttt //
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
∏
i,j Ri ⊗R Sj
∏
j Sj
OO
we see that φ(a) is well–defined. To show that the definition of φ is functorial in R we can consider a
morphism R → S of k-σ-algebras and the S-covering family (Ri ⊗R S)i∈I . The fact that φ : E → F is
the unique extension of φ : D → F is immediate from the construction of φ.
The implication (ii)⇒(iii) is obvious. Thus it only remains to show that (iii)⇒(i). Let (Ri)i∈I be an
R-covering family. Let D be the subfunctor of Spσ(R) equal to the union ∪i∈I Im(Spσ(Ri) → Spσ(R)),
i.e., a morphism of k-σ-algebras R → S lies in D(S) if and only if it factors through R → Ri for some
i ∈ I. Then D is a fat subfunctor of Spσ(R) by Lemma 11.6. We claim that the sequence
Hom(D,F )
α // ∏
iHom(Sp
σ(Ri), F )
β1 //
β2
//
∏
i,j Hom(Sp
σ(Ri ⊗R Rj), F ) (17)
is exact. The injectivity of α is clear from the definition of D. Let f = (fi)i∈I ∈
∏
iHom(Sp
σ(Ri), F ) be
such that β1(f) = β2(f). Then for every pair (i, j) ∈ I × I
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Spσ(Ri)×Spσ(R) Spσ(Rj)
≃

Spσ(Ri ⊗R Rj)
uu❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
))❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
Spσ(Ri)
fi ))❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘
Spσ(Rj)
fj
uu❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧
F (R)
(18)
commutes. Let us define a morphism h : D → F as follows: If S is a k-σ-algebra and a ∈ D(S) ⊂
Spσ(R)(S) = Hom(R,S) then a factors as a : R → Ri b−→ S for some i ∈ I and we can define h(a) =
fi(b) ∈ F (S). If follows from the commutativity of (18) that h(a) does not depend on the choice of i and
b. Clearly, α(h) = f . Therefore (17) is exact.
By assumption, every morphism D → F uniquely extends to Spσ(R) → F , i.e., Hom(Spσ(R), F ) →
Hom(D,F ) is bijective. Thus, applying the canonical bijections Hom(Spσ(S), F ) ≃ F (S) to (17), yields
the exactness of (16). So F is a sheaf.
Theorem 11.8. Let F be a functor from k-σ-Alg to Sets. Then there exists a sheaf F˜ and a morphism
ι : F → F˜ that is universal among morphisms from F to sheaves, i.e., for every morphism φ from F to
a sheaf E there exists a unique morphism φ˜ : F˜ → E making
F
ι //
φ ❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ F˜
φ˜
E
commutative.
Proof. For any k-σ-algebra R we set (LF )(R) = lim−→Hom(D,F ), where the limit is taken over all fat
subfunctors D of Spσ(R). An element of (LF )(R) is thus an equivalence class (D,α), where D is a fat
subfunctor of Spσ(R) and α : D → F a morphism of functors. We have (D,α) = (D′, α′) if and only if
there exists a fat subfunctor D′′ of Spσ(R) contained in D and D′ such that the restrictions of α and α′
to D′′ are equal.
Let ψ : R → S be a morphism of k-σ-algebras. For every fat subfunctor D of Spσ(R) the map
Spσ(ψ) : Spσ(ψ)−1(D) → D induces a map Hom(D,F ) → Hom(Spσ(ψ)−1(D), F ). By passing to the
limit we obtain a map L(ψ) : (LF )(R) → (LF )(S). Thus LF is a functor from k-σ-Alg to Sets. We
have a morphism of functors ιF : F → LF determined by sending, for each k-σ-algebra R, an element of
F (R) ≃ Hom(Spσ(R), F ) to its canonical image in lim−→Hom(D,F ).
Now set F˜ = L(LF ) and ι = ιLF ◦ ιF . With the notation of the theorem, we will next show the
existence and uniqueness of φ˜. Since ι = ιLF ◦ ιF , it suffices to show that for every morphism φ from F
to a sheaf E, there exists a unique morphism φ′ : LF → E making
F
ιF //
φ ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅ LF
φ′}}
E
(19)
commutative.
Let us first prove the uniqueness of φ′. Let R be a k-σ-algebra and let µ : Spσ(R)→ LF correspond
to (D,α) ∈ (LF )(R) under the bijection (LF )(R) ≃ Hom(Spσ(R),LF ). It follows from the definitions
that
D

 //
α

Spσ(R)
µ

F
ιF // LF
(20)
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commutes. Let η : Spσ(R)→ E correspond to φ′((D,α)) ∈ E(R) under the bijection E(R) ≃ Hom(Spσ(R), E).
Then η = φ′µ. Combining this with (20) and (19), we see that the restriction of η to D equals φα. By
Proposition 11.7, this shows that η is uniquely determined by (D,α) and φ. Therefore φ′((D,α)) is
uniquely determined by φ.
Let us now establish the existence of φ′. LetR be a k-σ-algebra and (D,α) ∈ (LF )(R). By Proposition
11.7, the composition D
α−→ F φ−→ E has a unique extension η : Spσ(R) → E. Note that η only depends
on the equivalence class of D and α. Now define φ′((D,α)) ∈ E(R) as the image of η under the canonical
bijection Hom(Spσ(R), E) ≃ E(R). This defines a morphism φ′ : LF → E such that φ = φ′ιF .
It remains to show that F˜ is a sheaf. But let us first show that ιLF : (LF )(R) → (L(LF ))(R) is
injective for every k-σ-algebra R. So we have to show that if µ, η : Spσ(R) → LF are two morphisms
having the same restriction to a fat subfunctor D ⊂ Spσ(R), then µ = η. Let µˆ, ηˆ ∈ (LF )(R) correspond
to µ and η under the bijection (LF )(R) ≃ Hom(Spσ(R),LF ). Replacing D by a smaller fat subfunctor
of Spσ(R) if necessary, we can assume that µˆ = (D,µ′) and ηˆ = (D, η′). As in (20), we have ιFµ
′ = µ|D
and ιF η
′ = η|D. By Lemma 11.6, there exists an R-covering family (Ri)i∈I such that Im(Spσ(Ri) →
Spσ(R)) ⊂ D for all i ∈ I. For i ∈ I let µi : Spσ(Ri) → D µ
′
−→ F and ηi : Spσ(Ri) → D η
′
−→ F be the
induced morphisms. Then ιFµi = ιF ηi. Considering the image of idRi ∈ Spσ(Ri)(Ri) in (LF )(Ri) under
ιFµi = ιF ηi, shows that there exists a fat subfunctor Di of Sp
σ(Ri) such that µi|Di = ηi|Di . By Lemma
11.6, there exists for every i ∈ I and Ri-covering family (Sij)j∈Ji such that Im(Spσ(Sij)→ Spσ(Ri)) ⊂ Di
for all j ∈ Ji. The family (Sij)i∈I,j∈Ji is R-covering and therefore the union D′ of all Im(Spσ(Sij)→ R)
is a fat subfunctor of Spσ(R) by Lemma 11.6.
Spσ(Sij) // Di

 // Spσ(Ri)
ηi
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
µi
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
// D
η′

µ′


 // Spσ(R)
η

µ

F
ιF // LF
Since µi and ηi agree on Di we see that µ
′ and η′ agree on D′. Therefore µˆ = ηˆ and consequently µ = η
as claimed.
To show that F˜ is a sheaf, it thus suffices to show that LF is a sheaf whenever ιF : F (R)→ (LF )(R)
is injective for every k-σ-algebra R. Let us identify F with a subfunctor of LF via ιF and let (D,α) ∈
(LF )(R). Since D is fat in Spσ(R), by Lemma 11.6, there exists an R-covering family (Ri)i∈I such that
Im(Spσ(Ri)→ Spσ(R)) ⊂ D. Let φi : Spσ(Ri)→ Spσ(R) denote the canonical map. The commutativity
of
φi
−1(D)


 // Spσ(Ri)
yysss
ss
ss
ss
ss
φi

D
α


 // Spσ(Ri)
F
shows that (LF )(R)→ (LF )(Ri) maps (D,α) into F (Ri) ⊂ (LF )(Ri). Thus F is fat in LF .
To show that LF is a sheaf, it suffices to show (Proposition 11.7) that for every k-σ-algebra R, every
morphism µ : D → LF from a fat subfunctor D ⊂ Spσ(R) to LF has a unique extension µ′ : Spσ(R)→
LF . The uniqueness of µ′ follows from the assumed injectivity of ιF : F (R) → (LF )(R). So it remains
to prove the existence of µ′. Since F ⊂ LF is fat, µ−1(F ) ⊂ D is fat. Since D is fat in Spσ(R) it follows
that µ−1(F ) is fat in Spσ(R). Let µ′ : Spσ(R) → LF correspond to the image of µ : µ−1(F ) → F in
(LF )(R) under the bijection (LF )(R) ≃ Hom(Spσ(R),LF ). Then µ′ is an extension of µ : µ−1(F ) →
F ⊂ LF . It remains to show that µ′ also extends µ : D → LF . So we have to show that µ(a) =
µ′(a) for any k-σ-algebra S and a ∈ D(S). Let aˆ : Spσ(S) → D correspond to a under the bijection
D(S) ≃ Hom(Spσ(S), D). Since µaˆ and µ′aˆ have the same restriction to aˆ−1(µ−1(F )) ⊂ Spσ(S) it
follows from the assumed injectivity of ιF : F (S) → (LF )(S) that µaˆ = µ′aˆ. As µ(a) and µ′(a) ∈
(LF )(S) corresponds to Spσ(S) aˆ−→ D µ−→ LF and Spσ(S) aˆ−→ D µ
′
−→ LF respectively under the bijection
(LF )(S) ≃ Hom(Spσ(S),LF ) we find that µ(a) = µ′(a) as desired.
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The sheaf
F˜
from Theorem 11.8 is called the sheaf associated with F , or the sheafification of F . If φ : F → E is a
morphism of functors from k-σ-Alg to Sets, then F
φ−→ E → E˜ induces a morphism φ˜ : F˜ → E˜. So
sheafification is a functor. Indeed, as
Hom(F˜ , E) ≃ Hom(F,E),
we see that sheafification is left adjoint to the inclusion of functors into sheaves.
Corollary 11.9. Let D be a fat subfunctor of a sheaf F : k-σ-Alg→ Sets, then D˜ = F .
Proof. This is clear from Proposition 11.7.
Lemma 11.10. Let φ : F → E be a morphism of functors from k-σ-Alg to Sets such that φR : F (R) →
E(R) is injective for any k-σ-algebra R. Then φ˜R : F˜ (R)→ E˜(R) is injective for any k-σ-algebra R.
Proof. It suffices to show that (LF )(R)→ (LE)(R) is injective for any k-σ-algebra R. So let α1 : D1 → F
and α2 : D2 → F be morphism with D1, D2 fat subfunctors of Spσ(R) such that α1φ and α2φ have
the same image in (LE)(R) = lim−→Hom(D,E). Then there exists a fat subfunctor D of Sp
σ(R) with
D ⊂ D1 ∩D2 such that the restriction of α1φ and α2φ to D are equal. It follows from the injectivity of
φ that α1 and α2 have the same restriction to D.
For simplicity, let us call a functor G : k-σ-Alg → Groups a group functor. Equivalently, a group
functor is a group object in the category of functors from k-σ-Alg to Sets. If G is a group functor,
then the associated sheaf G˜ is naturally a group functor such that the associated morphism of functors
ι : G→ G˜ is a morphism of group functors, i.e., is compatible with the group structure. Indeed, if G is a
group functor, then Hom(D,G) has naturally the structure of a group for any functor D : k-σ-Alg→ Sets.
If R is a k-σ-algebra and D1 ⊂ D2 are fat subfunctors of Spσ(R) then Hom(D2, G) → Hom(D1, G) is
a morphism of groups and we have an induced group structure on the limit (LG)(R) = lim−→Hom(D,G).
This group structure is functorial in R and ιG : G → LG is a morphism of group functors. Applying
this construction twice, yields the required group structure on G˜ = L(LG). Alternatively, the group
structure on G˜, can be obtained by applying (˜) to the multiplication G×G→ G and using the canonical
isomorphism G˜×G ≃ G˜× G˜.
If G is a group functor and N a normal subgroup functor, i.e., N(R) is a normal subgroup of G(R)
for any k-σ-algebra R, we can define a group functor
G//N
by R  G(R)/N(R). The crux with this functor is that it may not be a sheaf (or σ-variety) if G and
N are sheaves (or σ-varieties). We therefore need to sheafify G//N . Sheafification is compatible with
quotients in the following sense:
Lemma 11.11. Let G be a group functor and N a normal subgroup functor. Then N˜ is a normal
subgroup functor of G˜ and
˜˜
G//N˜ ≃ G˜//N.
Proof. By Lemma 11.10 the map N˜(R)→ G˜(R) is injective for any k-σ-algebra R. Since N is normal in
G, Hom(D,N) is normal in Hom(D,G) for every fat subfunctor D of Spσ(R). It follows that (LN)(R)
is normal in (LG)(R) and therefore N˜ is normal in G˜.
Since the morphism N → G → G//N factors through the sheaf E that maps every k-σ-algebra to a
set with one element. Also N˜ → G˜→ G˜//N factors through E. So N˜ maps into the kernel of G˜→ G˜//N
and we obtain a morphism µ : G˜//N˜ → G˜//N . Since N lies in the kernel of G→ G˜→ G˜//N˜ we obtain a
morphism η : G//N → G˜//N˜ .
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All the subdiagrams of
G πG
//
iG

G//Nη

iG//N

G˜
π˜G //
πG˜

G˜//N
β

G˜//N˜
µ
<<③③③③③③③③③i
G˜//N˜ //˜˜G//N˜
α
OO
consisting only of solid arrows commute. By the universal property of iG˜/ N˜ there exists a morphism
α :
˜˜
G//N˜ → G˜//N such that αiG˜/ N˜ = µ. By the universal property of iG/N there exists a morphism
β : G˜//N →˜˜G//N˜ such that βiG/N = iG˜/ N˜η. We will show that α and β are inverse to each other. We
have
βπ˜GiG = βiG/NπG = iG˜/ N˜ηπG = iG˜/ N˜πG˜iG.
Therefore βπ˜G = iG˜/ N˜πG˜. Since, for any k-σ-algebra R and element from (G˜//N˜)(R) lifts to an element
of G˜(R), this implies that βµ = iG˜/ N˜ . From αiG˜/ N˜ = µ and βµ = iG˜/ N˜ we deduce that βαiG˜/ N˜ = iG˜/ N˜ .
Thus βα is the identity on
˜˜
G//N˜ .
We have αiG˜/ N˜η = µη = iG/N . Together with iG˜/ N˜η = βiG/N , this implies αβiG˜/ N˜ = iG˜/ N˜ .
Therefore αβ is the identity on G˜//N .
Theorem 11.12. Let G be a σ-algebraic group and N E G a σ-closed subgroup. Then G//N is a fat
subfunctor of G/N . In particular,
G˜//N = G/N.
Proof. By Theorem 7.3 the kernel of G → G/N equals N , i.e, for every k-σ-algebra R the kernel of
G(R) → (G/N)(R) is N(R). Thus the canonical map G(R)/N(R) → (G/N)(R) is injective. Therefore
we can identity G//N with a subfunctor of G/N . It follows from Lemma 7.5 that G//N is fat in G/N .
11.2 The isomorphism theorems
The following theorem is the analog of the first isomorphism theorem for groups.
Theorem 11.13. Let φ : G→ H be a morphism of σ-algebraic groups. Then φ(G) is a σ-closed subgroup
of H and the induced morphism G/ ker(φ)→ φ(G) is an isomorphism.
Proof. We already observed in Lemma 8.4 that φ(G) is a σ-closed subgroup. Since ker(φ) is the kernel
of G→ φ(G), the induced morphism G/ ker(φ)→ φ(G) is a σ-closed embedding by Corollary 7.4 and so
we can identify G/ ker(φ) with a σ-closed σ-subvariety of G. Since φ factors through G/ ker(φ) it follows
from the definition of φ(G) that G/ ker(φ) = φ(G).
Corollary 11.14. Let φ : G→ H be a morphism of σ-algebraic groups. Then
φ(G) = I˜m(φ).
Proof. The isomorphism G/ ker(φ) ≃ φ(G) identifies G// ker(φ) with Im(φ). Therefore the claim follows
from Theorem 11.12.
Let N and H be σ-closed subgroups of a σ-algebraic group G such that H normalizes N , i.e., H(R)
normalizes N(R) for any k-σ-algebra R. Then we can form the semidirect product N ⋊ H : This is a
σ-algebraic group with underlying σ-variety N × H and multiplication given by ((n1, h1), (n2, h2)) 7→
(n1h1n2h
−1
1 , h1h2) for any k-σ-algebra R and n1, n2 ∈ N(R), h1, h2 ∈ H(R). The map
m : N ⋊H → G, (n, h) 7→ nh
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for any k-σ-algebra R and n ∈ N(R), h ∈ H(R) is a morphism of σ-algebraic groups. We define
HN := NH := m(N ⋊H).
By construction HN is a σ-closed subgroup of G (Lemma 8.4). In fact, HN is the smallest σ-closed
subgroup of G which contains N and H . It follows from Corollary 11.14 that HN is the sheaf associated
to the functor R N(R)H(R). Moreover, by Lemma 8.11 we have
(NH)(R) = {g ∈ G(R)| ∃ faithfully flat R-σ-algebra S such that g ∈ N(S)H(S)}
for any k-σ-algebra R. It follows from Lemma 8.12 that N = m(N) is normal in HN .
The following theorem is the analog of the second isomorphism theorem for groups.
Theorem 11.15. Let H and N be σ-closed subgroups of a σ-algebraic group G such that H normalizes
N . Then the canonical morphism
H/(H ∩N)→ HN/N
is an isomorphism.
Proof. For every k-σ-algebra R we have an isomorphism
H(R)/(H(R) ∩N(R))→ H(R)N(R)/N(R)
which is functorial in R. Passing to the associates sheaves and using Lemma 11.11 we find the required
isomorphism.
The following theorem is the analog of the third isomorphism theorem for groups.
Theorem 11.16. Let G be a σ-algebraic group, N E G a normal σ-closed subgroup and π : G → G/N
the quotient. The map H 7→ π(H) = H/N defines a bijection between the σ-closed subgroups H of G
containing N and the σ-closed subgroups H ′ of G/N . The inverse map is H ′ 7→ π−1(H ′). A σ-closed
subgroup H of G containing N is normal in G if and only if H/N is normal in G/N , in which case the
canonical morphism
G/H → (G/N)/(H/N)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Theorem 11.13 and Theorem 7.3 we have π(H) = H/N . Let us show that π−1(π(H)) = H
for ever σ-closed subgroup H of G containing N . Let R be a k-σ-algebra and g ∈ π−1(π(H))(R),
i.e., π(g) ∈ π(H)(R). By Lemma 8.11 there exists a faithfully flat R-σ-algebra S and h ∈ H(S) with
π(h) = π(g) ∈ (G/N)(S). As ker(π) = N by Theorem 7.3, this implies that gh−1 ∈ N(S) ≤ H(S).
Therefore g ∈ H(S) and g ∈ H(S) ∩G(R) = H(R) by Lemma 8.10. Thus π−1(π(H)) ⊂ H . The reverse
inclusion is obvious.
Let us next show that π(π−1(H ′)) = H ′ for a σ-closed subgroup H ′ of G/N . As π maps π−1(H ′) into
H ′, it is clear form the definition of π(π−1(H ′)) (Lemma 1.5) that π(π−1(H ′)) ⊂ H ′.
Let R be a k-σ-algebra and h′ ∈ H ′(R). There exists a faithfully flat R-σ-algebra S and g ∈ G(S)
such that π(g) = h′. So g ∈ π−1(H ′)(S) and h′ = π(g) ∈ π(π−1(H ′)(S)) ⊂ π(π−1(H ′))(S). Thus
h′ ∈ π(π−1(H ′))(S) ∩H ′(R) = π(π−1(H ′))(R). Hence π(π−1(H ′)) = H ′.
If H is normal in G, then π(H) is normal in G/N by Lemma 8.12. Clearly π−1(H ′) is normal if H ′
is normal.
For every k-σ-algebra R be have an isomorphism
G(R)/H(R)→ (G(R)/N(R))/(H(R)/N(R)).
Passing to the associated sheaves and using Lemma 11.11 we obtain the required isomorphism.
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12 Jordan–Ho¨lder theorem
In this section we apply the results from the previous sections to prove a Jordan–Ho¨lder type theorem
for σ-algebraic groups. A Jordan–Ho¨lder type theorem for algebraic groups can be found in [Ros56],
while a Jordan–Ho¨lder type theorem for differential algebraic groups has been proved in [CS11]. As we
will show, the Schreier refinement theorem also holds for σ-algebraic groups (Theorem 12.5). So any two
decomposition series of a σ-algebraic group have equivalent refinements. However, a σ-algebraic group
rarely has a decomposition series. It is therefore useful to consider more general subnormal series. The
basic idea is to consider σ-algebraic groups up to quotients by zero σ-dimensional normal subgroups.
Formally this is realized by replacing in the uniqueness statement of the classical Jordan–Ho¨lder theorem
the notion of isomorphism by the notion of isogeny.
Our first aim is to prove the analog of the Schreier refinement theorem. We follow along the lines of
the well–known proof via the Butterly lemma. (Cf. [Lan02, Section 1.3] and [Mil12, Chapter IX, Section
6].) We will need two analogs of elementary statements about groups.
Lemma 12.1. Let N , G and H be σ-closed subgroups of a σ-algebraic group G′ such that N EG and N
normalizes H. Then G ∩NH = N(G ∩H).
Proof. As N ≤ G ∩NH and G ∩H ≤ G ∩NH it is clear that N(G ∩H) ⊂ G ∩NH .
Conversely, let R be a k-σ-algebra and g ∈ (G ∩NH)(R). There exists a faithfully flat R-σ-algebra
S and n ∈ N(S), h ∈ H(S) such that g = nh in G′(S). But then h = n−1g ∈ G(S) and therefore
g = nh ∈ N(S)(G(S)∩H(S)) ⊂ (N(G∩H))(S). It follows from Lemma 8.10 that g ∈ (N(G∩H))(R).
Lemma 12.2. Let H1EH2 be σ-closed subgroups of a σ-algebraic group G. Assume that H2 normalizes
N ≤ G. Then NH1 ENH2.
Proof. Clearly N ⋊ H1 is a normal σ-closed subgroup of N ⋊ H2. Therefore NH1 = m(N ⋊ H1) is a
normal σ-closed subgroup of NH2 = m(N ⋊H2) by Lemma 8.12.
The following lemma is the analog of the Butterfly (or Zassenhaus) lemma.
Lemma 12.3. Let N1EH1 and N2EH2 be σ-closed subgroups of a σ-algebraic group G. Then N1(H1 ∩
N2)EN1(H1 ∩H2), N2(N1 ∩H2)EN2(H1 ∩H2) and
N1(H1 ∩H2)
N1(H1 ∩N2) ≃
N2(H1 ∩H2)
N2(N1 ∩H2) .
Proof. Since H1 ∩N2 is normal in H1 ∩H2 it follows from Lemma 12.2 that N1(H1 ∩N2) is normal in
N1(H1 ∩ H2). Similarly, N2(N1 ∩ H2) E N2(H1 ∩ H2). As H1 ∩ H2 normalizes N1(H1 ∩ N2) it follows
from Theorem 11.15 that
H1 ∩H2
(H1 ∩H2) ∩N1(H1 ∩N2) ≃
(H1 ∩H2)N1(H1 ∩N2)
N1(H1 ∩N2) . (21)
Lemma 12.1 with N = H1 ∩N2, G = H1 ∩H2 and H = N1 shows that
(H1 ∩H2) ∩N1(H1 ∩N2) = (H1 ∩N2)(H1 ∩H2 ∩N1) = (H1 ∩N2)(N1 ∩H2).
Because H1 ∩N2 ⊂ H1 ∩H2 we find (H1 ∩H2)N1(H1 ∩N2) = N1(H1 ∩H2). Therefore (21) becomes
H1 ∩H2
(H1 ∩N2)(N1 ∩H2) ≃
N1(H1 ∩H2)
N1(H1 ∩N2) .
By symmetry
H1 ∩H2
(H1 ∩N2)(N1 ∩H2) ≃
N2(H1 ∩H2)
N2(N1 ∩H2) .
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Definition 12.4. Let G be a σ-algebraic group. A subnormal series of G is a sequence
G = G0 % G1 % · · · % Gn = 1 (22)
of σ-closed subgroups of G such that Gi+1 is normal in Gi for i = 0, . . . , n− 1. Another subnormal series
G = H0 % H1 % · · · % Hm = 1 (23)
of G is called a refinement of (22) if {G0, . . . , Gn} ⊂ {H1, . . . , Hm}. We say that (22) and (23) are equiv-
alent if n = m and there exists a permutation π such that the quotient groups Gi/Gi+1 and Hπ(i)/Hπ(i+1)
are isomorphic for i = 0, . . . , n − 1. A subnormal series is called a decomposition series if no quotient
group has a proper non–trivial normal σ-closed subgroup.
The following theorem is the analog of the Schreier refinement theorem.
Theorem 12.5. Any two subnormal series of a σ-algebraic group have equivalent refinements.
Proof. Let
G = G0 ⊃ G1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Gn = 1
and
G = H0 ⊃ H1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Hm = 1
be subnormal series of a σ-algebraic group G. Set Gi,j = Gi+1(Hj ∩ Gi) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1 and
j = 0, . . . ,m. Then
G = G0 = G0,0 ⊃ G0,1 ⊃ G0,2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ G0,m = G1 = G1,0 ⊃ G1,1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Gn−1,m = 1
is a subnormal series for G. Similarly, setting Hj,i = Hj+1(Gi∩Hj) for j = 0, . . . ,m− 1 and i = 0, . . . , n,
defines a subnormal series for G. By Lemma 12.3
Gi,j/Gi,j+1 ≃ Hj,i/Hj,i+1.
Corollary 12.6. Any two decomposition series of a σ-algebraic group are equivalent.
Proof. By Theorem 12.5 there exist equivalent refinements. But a refinement of a decomposition series
is necessarily trivial.
The above corollary is not that useful as it may seem at first sight, because a σ-algebraic need not
poses a decomposition series. Let us illustrate this with an example.
Example 12.7. Let k be a σ-field of characteristic zero. The σ-algebraic group G = Ga does not have
a decomposition series. Indeed, by [DVHW, Corollary A.3], every proper σ-closed subgroup G of Ga
is of the form G(R) = {g ∈ R| f(g) = 0} for some non–zero homogeneous linear difference equation
f = σn(y) +λn−1σ
n−1(y) + · · ·+λ0y. If h is another non-trivial linear homogeneous difference equation,
then the product h ∗ f in the sense of linear difference operators (See [Lev08, Section 3.1].) defines a
σ-closed subgroup H of Ga with G $ H $ Ga. For example, for h = σ(y) we have
H(R) = {g ∈ R| σn+1(g) + σ(λn−1)σn(y) + · · ·+ σ(λ0)σ(g) = 0}.
To remedy this shortcoming we need to relax the condition that the quotient groups of a decomposition
series are simple.
Definition 12.8. A σ-algebraic group G with σ- dim(G) > 0 is called almost–simple if every normal
proper σ-closed subgroup of G has σ-dimension zero.
In the differential world, the almost–simple differential algebraic groups are fairly well understood.
See [CS11], [Min], [Fre]. We hope to elucidate the structure of almost–simple σ-algebraic groups in the
future. Considerable understanding of the Zariski dense σ-algebraic subgroups of almost–simple algebraic
groups has already been obtained in [CHP02, Proposition 7.10]. See also [DVHW, Section A4].
Example 12.9. The σ-algebraic group G = Ga is almost–simple. (Cf. Example 12.7).
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Lemma 12.10. Let G be a σ-algebraic group with σ- dim(G) > 0. Among the σ-closed subgroups H of
G with σ- dim(H) = σ- dim(G) there exists a unique smallest one.
Proof. Let H1 and H2 be σ-closed subgroups of G with σ- dim(H1) = σ- dim(H2) = σ- dim(G). By
Theorem 4.6 we have σ- dim(H1 ∩H2) = σ- dim(G). Thus the claim follows from Corollary 4.2.
Definition 12.11. Let G be a σ-algebraic group with σ- dim(G) > 0. The smallest σ-closed subgroup of
G with σ-dimension equal to the σ-dimension of G is called the strong identity component of G. It is
denoted by
Gso.
A σ-algebraic group of positive σ-dimension is called strongly connected if it is equal to its strong identity
component.
Thus a σ-algebraic group G is strongly connected if and only if it has no proper σ-closed subgroup
with σ-dimension equal to the σ-dimension of G. It is clear from Lemma 9.18 that a strongly connected σ-
algebraic group is connected. The strong identity component of a σ-algebraic group is strongly connected.
Example 12.12. If G is a smooth connected algebraic group with dim(G) > 0, then G = [σ]kG is strongly
connected. Indeed, as G is smooth and connected k[G[i]] is an integral domain for every i ≥ 0. So if H is
a proper σ-closed subgroup of G, then dim(H [i]) < dim(G[i]) for i ≫ 0. But dim(G[i]) = dim(G)(i + 1)
and so it follows from Theorem 3.5 that σ- dim(H) < σ- dim(G).
The following example shows that a σ-integral σ-algebraic group need not be strongly connected.
Example 12.13. Let G be the σ-closed subgroup of G2a given by
G(R) = {(g1, g2) ∈ R2| σ(g1) = g1} ≤ G2a(R)
for any k-σ-algebra R. As k{G} = k[y1]{y2} with σ(y1) = y1 we see that G is σ-integral. We have
σ- dim(G) = 1 (for example by Proposition 3.10). The σ-closed subgroup H of G given by H(R) =
{(0, g) ∈ R2} is isomorphic to Ga and therefore also has σ-dimension one. It is clear from Example 12.12
that Gso = H .
It is obvious that Gso is a characteristic subgroup of G in the weak sense that for every automorphism
τ of G we have τ(Gso) = Gso. However, the following example illustrates the somewhat disturbing fact
that Gso need not be normal in G.
Example 12.14. Let G = N ⋊H be the σ-algebraic group from Example 10.11. Then σ- dim(G) = 1.
The σ-closed subgroup H = Gm of G has σ-dimension one. Since H is strongly connected (Example
12.12) we see that H = Gso. We already noted in Example 10.11 that H is not normal in G.
Lemma 12.15. Assume that k is perfect and inversive. Then a strongly connected σ-algebraic group is
σ-integral.
Proof. Let G be a strongly connected σ-algebraic group. Then G is connected and because σ- dim(G) =
σ- dim(Gred) by Lemma 10.12, we must have G = Gred. So G is reduced and hence integral. Similarly,
G = Gσ- red by Lemma 10.12. Thus G is σ-integral.
The following example shows that Lemma 12.15 fails over an arbitrary base σ-field. There exists a
strongly connected σ-algebraic group which is not σ-reduced.
Example 12.16. Let k be a non–inversive σ-field of characteristic zero. So there exists λ ∈ k with
λ /∈ σ(k). Let G be the σ-closed subgroup of G2a given by
G(R) =
{
(g1, g2) ∈ R2| σ(g1) = λσ(g2)
}
for any k-σ-algebra R. Then k{G} = k[y1, y2, σ(y2), . . .] with σ(y1) = λσ(y2). For i ≥ 0 let G[i]
denote the i-th order Zariski closure of G in G2a. Then k[G[i]] = k[y1, y2, . . . , σi(y2)] and therefore
dim(G[i]) = 1 · (i+ 1) + 1, in particular σ- dim(G) = 1.
We claim that G is strongly connected. Suppose that H ≤ G is a proper σ-closed subgroup with
σ- dim(H) = σ- dim(G). Let a1 and a2 denote the image of y1 and y2 in k{H} respectively. By [DVHW,
Corollary A.3] the σ-ideal I(H) ⊂ k{G2a} is σ-generated by homogenous linear σ-polynomials. Thus
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there exists a non–trivial k-linear relation between a1, a2, σ(a2), . . .. If that relation would properly
involve σi(a2) for i ≥ 1, then σ- dim(H) = 0. Thus there exists a non–trivial k-linear relation between
a1 and a2. We have a1 6= 0 and a2 6= 0 because otherwise σ- dim(H) = 0. So there exists µ ∈ k with
a1 − µa2 = 0. Consequently
0 = σ(a1)− σ(µ)σ(a2) = λσ(a2)− σ(µ)σ(a2) = (λ− σ(µ))σ(a2).
Since λ /∈ σ(k) this implies σ(a2) = 0. But then σ- dim(H) = 0; a contradiction.
Now assume that λ2 ∈ σ(k). (For example, we can choose k = C(√x,√x+ 1, . . .) with action of σ
determined by σ(x) = x+ 1 and λ =
√
x.) If µ ∈ k with σ(µ) = λ2 then σ(y21 − µy22) = 0. Thus G is not
σ-reduced.
We have seen in Example 12.14 that the strong identity component need not be normal. Our next
goal is to reconcile this difficulty:
Proposition 12.17. Assume that k is algebraically closed and inversive. Let G be a strongly connected
σ-algebraic group and H a normal σ-closed subgroup of G with σ- dim(H) > 0. Then Hso is normal in
G. (In particular, Hso is normal in H.)
For the proof of Proposition 12.17 we need several preparatory results.
Lemma 12.18. Assume that k is algebraically closed and inversive. Let K be a σ-field extension of
k. Then there exists a σ-field extension L of K such that only the elements of k are fixed by all σ-field
automorphisms of L|k, i.e., LAut(L|k) = k.
Proof. Let us start with proving the following claim: There exists a σ-field extension L of K such that
for all a ∈ K r k there exists a σ-field automorphism τ of L|k with τ(a) 6= a and such that every σ-field
automorphism of K|k extends to a σ-field automorphism of L|k.
Since k is algebraically closed K⊗kK is an integral domain. Since k is inversive K⊗kK is σ-reduced
(Lemma 10.6 (ii)). Therefore the quotient field L of K ⊗k K is naturally a σ-field. Consider L as a
σ-field extension of K via the embedding a 7→ a⊗ 1. The σ-field automorphism τ of L|k determined by
τ(a⊗ b) = b⊗ a moves every element of K r k. Moreover, every σ-field automorphism τ ′ of K|k extends
to L|k, for example by τ ′(a⊗ b) = τ ′(a)⊗ b.
Now let us prove the lemma. By the above claim, there exists a σ-field extension L1|K such that
every element of Krk can be moved by a σ-field automorphism of L1|K and every σ-field automorphism
of K|k extends to a σ-field automorphism of L1|k. Now apply the claim again to L1|k to find a σ-field
extension L2|L1 such that every element of L1 r k can be moved by a σ-field automorphism of L2|k and
every σ-field automorphism of L1|k extends to a σ-field automorphism of L2|k. Continuing like this we
obtain a chain of σ-field extensions k ⊂ K ⊂ L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ . . .. The union L = ∪Li has the required
property.
We need to know if the strong identity component is compatible with base extension.
Lemma 12.19. Assume that k is algebraically closed and inversive. Let G be a σ-algebraic group with
σ- dim(G) > 0 and K a σ-field extension of k. Then
(GK)
so = (Gso)K .
Proof. As the σ-dimension is invariant under base extension (Lemma 3.11),
σ- dim((Gso)K) = σ- dim(G
so) = σ- dim(G) = σ- dim(GK).
Therefore (GK)
so ≤ (Gso)K .
Let us now show that (GK)
so descends to k, i.e., there exists a σ-closed subgroup H of G with
(GK)
so = HK . By Lemma 12.18 there exists a σ-field extension L of K such that L
Aut(L|k) = k,
where Aut(L|k) is the group of all σ-field automorphisms of L|k. The group Aut(L|k) acts on L{GL} =
k{G} ⊗k L by k-σ-algebra automorphisms via the right factor. Let H ′ be a σ-closed subgroup of GL.
Since the Hopf algebra structure maps commute with the Aut(L|k)–action, τ(I(H ′)) is a σ-Hopf ideal of
k{G} ⊗k L for every τ ∈ Aut(L|k). Moreover, the σ-dimension of the σ-closed subgroup of GL defined
by τ(I(H ′)) is equal to the σ-dimension of H ′ (cf. Lemma 3.11). Since I((GL)so) is the unique maximal
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σ-Hopf ideal of k{G}⊗kL such that σ- dim((GL)so) = σ- dim(GL), we see that τ(I((GL)so)) = I((GL)so)
for every τ ∈ Aut(L|k). Let
a = {f ∈ I((GL)so)| τ(f) = f ∀ τ ∈ Aut(L|k)} = I((GL)so) ∩ k{G}.
Since the action of Aut(L|K) commutes with the Hopf algebra structure maps, a is σ-Hopf ideal of
k{G} and therefore corresponds to a σ-closed subgroup H of k{G}. We have a ⊗k L = I((GL)so). (See
[Bou90, Corollary to Proposition 6, Chapter V, §10.4, A.V.63].) So HL = (GL)so. As σ- dim(H) =
σ- dim((GL)
so) = σ- dim(GL) = σ- dim(G) we see that G
so ≤ H , therefore (Gso)L ≤ HL = (GL)so.
Hence also
((Gso)K)L = (G
so)L ≤ (GL)so ≤ ((GK)so)L.
Thus (Gso)K ≤ (GK)so.
The following example shows that the formation of the strongly connected component is in general
not compatible with base extension.
Example 12.20. Let G be the strongly connected σ-algebraic group from Example 12.16. Let K = k∗
be the inversive closure of k (see ([Lev08, Definition 2.1.6])) and let µ ∈ K with σ(µ) = λ. Then GK is
not strongly connected since it has the σ-closed subgroup H of σ- dim(H) = 1 = σ- dim(G) given by
H(R) = {(g1, g2) ∈ R2| g1 = µg2}
for any k-σ-algebra R. So (GK)
so is properly contained in (Gso)K = GK .
Now we are prepared to prove Proposition 12.17.
Proof of Proposition 12.17. We have to show that the morphism of σ-varieties
φ : G×Hso → G, (g, h) 7→ ghg−1
maps into Hso. We know from Lemma 12.15 that H and G are σ-integral. A fortiori H and G are
perfectly σ-reduced. Because of Lemma 10.6 (iv) also the product G × Hso is perfectly σ-reduced. So
by Lemma 10.5, it suffices to show that φK((G × Hso)(K)) ⊂ Hso(K) for every σ-field extension K
of k. Let g ∈ G(K). Then g induces an automorphism of GK by conjugation. Since H is normal
in G we have an induced automorphism on HK . This automorphism maps (HK)
so into (HK)
so. But
(HK)
so = (Hso)K by Lemma 12.19. This shows that conjugation by g maps H
so(K) into Hso(K). Thus
φK((G×Hso)(K)) ⊂ Hso(K) as required.
Definition 12.21. Let G and H be strongly connected σ-algebraic groups of positive σ-dimension. A
morphism φ : G → H is called an isogeny if φ is surjective and σ- dim(ker(φ)) = 0. Two strongly
connected σ-algebraic groups H1, H2 of positive σ-dimension are called isogenous if there exists a strongly
connected σ-algebraic group G and isogenies G։ H1, G։ H2.
By Theorem 11.13 and Corollary 7.9 a surjective morphism φ : G ։ H is an isogeny, if and only if
σ- dim(G) = σ- dim(H). In particular, isogenous σ-algebraic groups have the same σ-dimension.
Lemma 12.22. The composition of two isogenies is an isogeny.
Proof. Clearly the composition of surjective morphisms is surjective. If G1 → G2 and G2 → G3
are isogenies, then σ- dim(G1) = σ- dim(G2) and σ- dim(G2) = σ- dim(G3). Therefore σ- dim(G1) =
σ- dim(G3).
Lemma 12.23. Isogeny is an equivalence relation on the set of strongly connected σ-algebraic groups of
positive σ-dimension.
Proof. Reflexivity and symmetry are obvious. Let us prove the transitivity. So let φ1 : G։ H1, φ2 : G։
H2 and φ
′
2 : G
′ ։ H2, φ
′
3 : G
′ ։ H3 be isogenies. The morphism φ2 × φ′2 : G × G′ → H2 × H2 is
surjective with kernel ker(φ2) × ker(φ′2), which has σ-dimension zero by Lemma 3.12. The diagonal
D ≤ H2 ×H2 given by D(R) = {(h2, h2)| h2 ∈ H2(R)} for any k-σ-algebra R is a σ-closed subgroup of
H2 ×H2 isomorphic to H2. Therefore G′′ = ((φ2 × φ′2)−1(D))so is a σ-closed subgroup of G × G′ with
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σ- dim(G′′) = σ- dim(H2). Let π : G
′′ → G and π′ : G′′ → G′ denote the projections onto the first and
second factor respectively. We have the following diagram
G′′
π
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
π′
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
G
φ1
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥ φ2
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ G
′
φ′2
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ φ′3
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
H1 H2 H3
We claim that π and π′ are isogenies. We have ker(π) ≤ 1 × ker(φ′2). Therefore σ- dim(ker(π)) = 0
and consequently
σ- dim(π(G′′)) = σ- dim(G′′) = σ- dim(H2) = σ- dim(G).
Since G is strongly connected, this shows that π(G′′) = G, so π is surjective. Hence π is an isogeny.
Similarly, it follows that π′ is an isogeny. The isogenies φ1π and φ
′
3π
′ (Lemma 12.22) now show that H1
and H3 are isogenous.
Theorem 12.24. Assume that k is algebraically closed and inversive. Let G be a strongly connected
σ-algebraic group with σ- dim(G) > 0. Then there exists a subnormal series
G = G0 ⊃ G1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Gn = 1 (24)
such that σ- dim(Gi) > 0, Gi is strongly connected, σ- dim(Gi/Gi+1) > 0 and Gi/Gi+1 is almost–simple
for i = 0, . . . , n− 1. If
G = H0 ⊃ H1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Hm = 1 (25)
is another such subnormal series, then m = n and there exists a permutation π such that Gi/Gi+1 and
Hπ(i)/Hπ(i+1) are isogenous for i = 0, . . . , n− 1.
Proof. Let us first prove the existence statement. Among all normal proper σ-closed subgroups of G
choose one, say H , with maximal σ-dimension. If σ- dim(H) = 0, G is almost–simple and we are
done. So let us assume that σ- dim(H) > 0. Since G is strongly connected, σ- dim(H) < σ- dim(G).
By construction G/H is almost–simple (Theorem 11.16). Let G1 = H
so. Then G1 is normal in G
by Proposition 12.17 and σ- dim(G/G1) > 0. Let us show that G/G1 is almost–simple. Let N be a
proper normal σ-closed subgroup of G containing G1. By choice of H , σ- dim(N) ≤ σ- dim(H), but
since σ- dim(H) = σ- dim(G1) ≤ σ- dim(N) we have σ- dim(N) = σ- dim(G1). So G/G1 is almost–simple
(Theorem 11.16). As σ- dim(G1) < σ- dim(G) the claim follows by induction on σ- dim(G).
Now let us prove the uniqueness statement. It follows from Theorem 12.5 that (24) and (25) have
equivalent refinements. Let
G = G0 % G0,1 % G0,2 % · · · % G0,n0 % G1 % G1,1 % · · · % G1,n1 % G2 % · · · % Gn = 1 (26)
be such a refinement of (24). For i = 0, . . . , n − 1, as Gi is strongly connected and Gi/Gi+1 is almost–
simple, σ- dim(Gi/Gi,1) = σ- dim(Gi/Gi+1) > 0 and σ- dim(Gi,j/Gi,j+1) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , ni − 1,
also σ- dim(Gi,ni/Gi+1) = 0. The kernel of Gi/Gi+1 ։ Gi/Gi,1 has σ-dimension zero, so Gi/Gi+1 and
Gi/Gi,1 are isogenous. In summary, we find that among the quotient groups of the subnormal series (26),
there are precisely n of positive σ-dimension, (namely Gi/Gi,1, i = 0, . . . , n − 1). A similar statement
applies to the equivalent refinement of (25). Therefore n = m and there is a permutation π such that
Gi/Gi+1 and Hπ(i)/Hπ(i+1) are isogenous for i = 0, . . . , n− 1.
Remark 12.25. It is clear from the proof that the uniqueness statement in Theorem 12.24 is also valid
without any restriction on the base σ-field k.
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13 An application to σ-Galois theory
A Galois theory for linear differential equations depending on a discrete parameter has been developed
in [DVHW14]. In this Galois theory the Galois groups are affine difference algebraic groups. In this final
section we show that under the Galois correspondence the numerical invariants introduced above, namely
the difference dimension, the order and the limit degree of the Galois group correspond to well–known
invariants of a difference field extension.
Let us recall the basic facts from [DVHW14]. Let K be δσ-field, i.e., K is a field of characteristic
zero equipped with a derivation δ : K → K and an endomorphism σ : K → K which commute up to
a factor. Because of this commutativity requirement the field k = Kδ = {a ∈ K| δ(a) = 0} is a σ-
field. For example, K could be C(α, x) with δ the derivation with respect to x and action of σ given by
σ(f(α, x)) = f(α+1, x), in which case k = C(α) and α is “the discrete parameter”. We are interested in
linear differential systems δ(y) = Ay with A ∈ Kn×n. A field extension L of K equipped with extensions
of δ and σ is called a σ-Picard-Vessiot extension for δ(y) = Ay if
(i) there exists Y ∈ GLn(L) with δ(Y ) = AY such that the entries of Y, σ(Y ), σ2(Y ), . . . generate L as
a field extension of K and
(ii) Lδ = Kδ.
Such a σ-Picard-Vessiot extension exists under rather mild assumptions and it is in a certain sense
unique. (See [DVHW14, Section 1] and [Wib12, Section 2] for more details.)
Let S be the K-subalgebra of L generated by Y, 1det(Y ) , σ(Y ),
1
det(σ(Y )) , . . .. Note that R is stable
under δ and σ. The σ-Galois group G of L|K is the functor from the category of k-σ-algebras to the
category of groups, defined by associating to every k-σ-algebra R the group Aut(S ⊗k R|K ⊗k R) of
all automorphisms of S ⊗k R over K ⊗K R which commute with δ and σ. (The action of δ on R is
understood to be trivial.) One can show that G is a difference algebraic group ([DVHW14, Proposition
2.5]). Moreover, the choice of Y ∈ GLn(L) determines a σ-closed embedding G →֒ GLn of difference
algebraic groups.
Let us also recall the definitions of the basic invariants of difference field extensions from [Lev08]. The
difference transcendence degree σ- trdeg(L|K) of a σ-field extension L|K may be defined as the supremum
over all non–negative integers n such that the difference polynomial ring in n difference variables over K
can be embedded into L. The order ord(L|K) is the transcendence degree of L|K. If there exists a finite
set B ⊂ L such that B, σ(B), . . . generates L as a field extension of K, then the limit degree ld(L|K)
is the limit limi→∞ di, where di is the degree of the field extension K(B, . . . , σ
i+1(B))|K(B, . . . , σi(B)).
The limit exists and does not depend on the choice of B ([Lev08, Section 4.3]). Note that the equality
σ- trdeg(L|K) = σ- dim(G) has already been proved in [DVHW14] but with a different (though equivalent)
definition of the difference dimension of G.
Theorem 13.1. Let L|K be a σ-Picard-Vessiot extension with σ-Galois group G. Then
σ- trdeg(L|K) = σ- dim(G),
ord(L|K) = ord(G)
and
ld(L|K) = ld(G).
Proof. Let A and Y be as above. For i ≥ 0 let G[i] denote the i-th order Zariski closure G in GLn. By
Proposition 2.15 in [DVHW14] the differential field
Li = K
(
Y, σ(Y ), σi(Y ), 1det(Y ···σi(Y ))
) ⊂ L
is a (standard) Picard–Vessiot extension with Galois group G[i]. Therefore trdeg(Li|k) = dim(G[i]) for
all i ≥ 0 ([vdPS03, Corollary 1.30]). By [Lev08, Theorem 4.1.17] there exists a non–negative integer
e such that trdeg(Li|K) = σ- trdeg(L|K)(i + 1) + e for i ≫ 0. Similarly, by Theorem 3.5 we have
dim(G[i]) = σ- dim(G)(i+1)+e. Therefore σ- trdeg(L|K) = σ- dim(G). The equality ord(L|K) = ord(G)
also follows from trdeg(Li|k) = dim(G[i]).
For i ≥ 1 let Gi denote the kernel of the projection G[i]։ G[i−1]. Then Gi is the Galois group of the
Picard-Vessiot extension Li|Li−1 and therefore the size of Gi equals the degree of Li|Li−1. This shows
that ld(L|K) = ld(G).
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